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The Cryoge nic Dark Matter Search (CDMS ) empl oys low-t empera tur e Ge and Si detector s to searc h for
weakly inte rac ting mass ive particle s (WIMP s) via the ir elastic-scatter ing interactio ns with nucl e i while discrimin ating aga inst interac tions of backgro und part icles . For recoil energies above IO ke V, eve nts due to
bac kgro und photons are rej ected with > 99.9 % effic iency, and surface events are rejected with > 95 % efficiency. The estim ate of the backgro und due to neutron s is based prim arily on the observa tion of multiplescatter eve nts that should all be neutrons. Data selec tion is determined primarily by exami ning ca librat ion data
and vetoed eve nts. Resultin g effic ienc ies should be acc urate to - I 0 % . Results of CDMS data from 1998 and
1999 with a relaxe d fiducial-volume cut (resultin g in 15.8 kg days expos ure on Ge) are consistent with an
earlier analysis with a more restrictive fiducial-volume cut. Twenty-three WIMP ca nd idate eve nts are observed ,
but the se events are consistent with a backgro und from neutro ns in all ways tested. Res ultin g limits on the
spin -independe nt WIMP-nu cleon elastic- sca ttering cross sect ion exc lude unexp lore d parameter space for
WIMP s with masses betwee n 10-7 0 GeY/ c 2 . These limit s border, but do not excl ude, parameter space allowe d by supersymm etry mode ls and acce lera tor co nstraint s. Res ults are compat ible with some reg ion s reported as allowe d at 3 u by the annual-modulati on measurement of the DAMA Co llabora tion. However, under
the ass umpti ons of sta ndard WIMP interac tions and a standard halo, the result s are incompatib le with the
DAMA most likely value at > 99.9 % co nfidence leve l (C.L.), and are incom patib le with the modelindep endent annu al-modulation signal of DAMA at 99.99 % C. L. in the asy mpt ot ic limit.
PACS numb er(s): 95.35. + d, 14.80. - j, 14 .80 .Ly

DOI : 10. 1103/P hysRevD .66. 122003

I. INTRODUCTION

Thi s paper prese nts detail s of a new search for matter in
the universe that is nonluminou s, or "dar k." Extensive observational evidence indicate s that this dark matter comprises
a large fraction of the matter in the uni verse [ 1), However ,
the nature and quantit y of the dark matter in the universe
remain unknown , providin g a central problem for astronomy
and cosmolo gy [2,3), Recent measurements of the cosmic
microwave back ground radiation [4-6], as well as arguments based on big bang nucleosy nthe sis and the grow th of
structure in the universe [7], sugges t that dark matter consists
predominantly of nonbaryonic particle s outside the standard
model of particle phy sics. Super symmetric particle phy sics

*Co rresponding auth or. Ema il address: schnee@ po.cw ru .edu
0556-2821 /2002/66( I 2)/ 1220 03(35)/$20 .00

mod els provid e a natural cand idate for dark matter: the lightest superp artner, usually taken to be a neutra lino with typical
mass about 100 GeV/ c 2 [8- 11]; exper imental bounds from
the CERN e + e - collider LEP give a lower limit of
46 GeV/c 2 [12),
Mor e ge neric ally, one can co nsider a class of weakly interacting massive particles (WIMPs) [13] , which were once
in thermal equilibrium with the early universe , but were
"c old," i.e., moving nonrelativist ically at the time of structure formation . Their density today is then determined
roughly by their annihil atio n rate, with weak-sca le interactions if the dark matter is mainly com posed of WIMPs .
WIMP s are expected to have co llapsed into a roughly isothermal , spheric al halo within which the visible portion of
our galaxy resides, consistent with meas urement s of spiral
ga laxy rotation curves [14),
The best poss ibilit y for direct detec tion of WIMP S lies in
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elastic scattering from nuclei [ 15,16]. Calculations of the
fund amental WIMP-quark cross sections require a model,
usuall y the minimal supersymmetric standard model
(MSSM ) [8]. This interaction, summed over the quarks
present in a nucleon, gives an effective WIMP-nucleon cross
section . In the low momentum-transfer limit, the contribution s of individual nucleons are summed coherently to yield
a WIMP-nucleus cross section; these are typically smaller
than 10- 42 cm 2 . The nuclear-recoil energy is typically a few
ke V [ 17], since WIMP s should have velocities typical for
galactic objects .
Because of the extremely small WIMP scattering rate and
the small energy of the recoiling nucleus , a direct-detection
experiment must have a low energy threshold and very low
backgrounds from radioactivity and cosmic rays (or be able
to reject such backgrounds ). The sensitivity of such an experiment improves linearly with detector mass, M , and exposure time , T, if there is no background. If there is a background of known size, the sensitivity can improve as
ex ✓MT.
The Cryogenic Dark Matter Search (CDMS) is an experiment designed to measure the nuclear recoils generated by
galactic WIMPs using cryogenic Ge and Si detectors operating within a carefully shielded environment. CDMS detectors provide active rejection of backgrounds that wou ld otherwise swamp any signal. Consequently, the assessment of
detector performance , rejection efficiency, and known backgrounds constitutes a substantial component of our analysis
effort.
This paper presents a new analysis of the data obtained by
the CDMS Collaboration in its 1998 and 1999 experimental
runs . The original analysis of these data and the associated
exclusion limit on the WIMP-nucleon elastic-scattering cross
section appeared in a Letter [18]. Significant changes introduced in this new analysis include a relaxed fiducial volume
cut, resulting in a - 40 % larger exposure, as well as detailed
treatment of possible systematic errors.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section II
describes the CDMS experimental apparatus , including the
detectors , hardware , cryogenics , electronics , facilities, and
data acquisition systems. Section III summarizes the methods by which the data are reduced and calibrated. Section IV
presents the data obtained with the Ge detectors and details
the application of cuts to the data. Because the measurements
analyzed in this paper were made in a shallow facility, there
is a significant unrejectable neutron background. Determination of this background is described in Sec . V. Section VI
explains the procedure by which the limits on cross sections
are calculated . Section Vil contains the results of the new
analysis including new limits on the WIMP-nucleon elasticscattering cross section.
II. THE EXPERIMENT

The first stage of the Cryogenic Dark Matter Search
(CDMS I) operates at the Stanford Underground Facility , a
tunnel 10.6 m beneath the Stanford University campus. The
experiment consists of a 2-m, nearly cubic , layered shield
(with an active-scintillator muon veto) surrounding a cold
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FIG . I. A BLIP detector. The ionization-electrode breaks are
indicated. The NTD thermistors are not shown in the side view ;
they are 0.26-cm high.

volume which houses the Ge and Si detectors. The cold volume is connected via a horizontal stem to a dilution refrigerator and via a separate stem to a vacuum bulkhead where
detector signa ls are brought out to front-end electronics . The
amplified signals are coupled to a data acquisition system
approximately 20 m away, where a trigger is formed and the
signals are recorded. The Ge and Si detectors are cooled to
sub-Kelvin temperatures so that the phonons produced by
particle interactions are detectable above the ambient thermal
phonon population . Simultaneous determination of the ionization energy and the phonon energy deposited in these Ge
or Si crystal s makes it possible to distinguish between a
nuclear-recoi l event produced by a WIMP (or a neutron) and
an electron-recoil event due to the otherwise dominant background from radioactive decay products (mainly a particles ,
electrons, and photons). Such discrimination is possible because nuclear recoils dissipate a significantly smaller fraction
of their energy into electron -hole pairs than do electron recoils [19].
A. Detectors

The data discussed here were obtained with two types of
detectors , Berke ley Large Ionization- and Phonon-mediated
(BLIP) [ 19-21] and Z-sensitive Ionization - and Phonon mediated (ZIP) detectors [22-26]. One early-design ZIP detector was operated in 1998, and four BLIP detectors were
operated during a data run mostly in 1999.
Each BLIP detector consists of a cylindrical crystal of
high-purity , undoped, p-type, single-crystal Ge with rounded
edges, as shown schematically in Fig. J. The BLIP substrates
are 165 gin mass, 6 cm in diameter, and 1.2-cm thick . Phonon production is determined from the detector 's calorimetric temperature change, as measured with two neutrontransmutation -doped
(NTD)
Ge
thermistors
(each
approximately 3.1 X 3.1 X 2.6 mm 3) eutectically bonded to
the crystal [27]. Charge-collection electrodes on the top and
bottom faces of each BLIP detector define the ionization drift
field and provide electrical contact to the ionization bias circuits and amplifier [28]. For the 1999 data run, the four BLIP
detectors (numbered 3-6 from top to bottom) were stacked 3
mm apart with no intervening material . This close packing
helped shield the detectors from low-energy electron sources
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FIG. 2. A diagram of the phonon sensors for the 100-g Si ZIP
detector run in 1998. The central item dep icts the basic layout with
each phonon sensor occupying a detector quadrant. Each sensor is
divided into 37 units each 5 mm square (magnified to the right)
which themselves contain 12 individu al tran sition-edg e-sensor
(TES) elements (far right) connected in parallel. Aluminum
quasiparticle-co llector fins cover 82% of the top surface of the Si
and also provide the ground electrode for the ionization measurement. On the far left is shown the W outer ionization electrode that
is patterned (10% area coverage) to minimi ze atherm al-phonon absorption .

on surrounding surface s. The close -packing arrangement also
increased the probability that a background event in one detector would multiple scatter into another detector. Division
of the electrodes into an annular outer electrode and a diskshaped inner electrode helped define an inner fiducial region
that was further shielded from low-energy electron source s.
In ZIP detector s, athermal phonon s are collected to determine both the phonon production and xy position of each
event. The ZIP detector operated in 1998 is a high-purity ,
single-cry stal cylinder of Si, 100 g in mass, 7.6 cm in diameter, and I-cm thick. The detector has two concentric chargecollection electrodes. One side of the detec tor is patterned
with an active aluminum and tungsten film that defines four
independent phonon sensors (see Fig. 2). Around the perimeter of the phonon-sensor region is a passive tungsten grid,
which provide s 10% area coverage and is used in the ioniza tion measurement.
The energy depo sited in the detector by an interacting
particle is called " recoil energy" ER. If the particle interact s
with an electron or electrons (e.g., by Compton scattering , K
capture, etc.), the event is called an electron recoil ; if the
particle interact s with a nucleu s (e.g., by WIMP-nucleu s or
neutron-nucleu s elastic scattering), the event is a nuclear recoil. Most of the recoil energy is converted almost immediately into phonon s, while the rest is dissipated via ionization
losses in the creation of electron-hole pairs. By the time the
calorimetric temperature rise is detected , the electron-hole
pairs have recombined in the electrodes , releasing the energy
initially dissipated in their creation. Thu s, all of the recoil
energy has been converted to phonon s and is detected. In
principle , a small fraction of the recoil energy can be lost to
permanent crystal damage , to trapped charges, or to direct
thermal conduction of high-energy , recombination phonon s
through a detector 's electrodes. Compari sons of the collected
phonon energy to kinematic energy measurements indicate at

20

40

60

80

100

Recoil Energy [ke V]
FIG. 3. Ionization yield Y versus recoil energy ER for 1334
electron-recoil eve nts due to photons from an extern al 6°Co source
( X 's) and for 6 16 nuclear-reco il eve nts due to neutron s from a
separate calibrati on with an externa l 252 Cf source (gray dots) for a
Ge BLIP detector. These in situ externa l-source calibrations are
described below in Sec . IV A. The dashed curve (at EQ
= I. I ke V) indicates the ion ization- search threshold (described below in Sec. IV B) for the neutron-c alibration data.

most a few percent of the recoi l energy is lost [19,20 ,29].
Depending on the materia l and the type of recoil, between
about one-sixteenth and one-third of the recoil energy is dissipated via ionization before subsequent conversion to
phonon s. On average, one electron-h ole pair is produ ced for
every c = 3.0 eV (3.8 eV) of energy from an electron recoil
in Ge (in Si). The " ionization energy " EQ is defined for
convenience as the recoil energy inferred from the detected
number of charge pairs NQ by assu ming that the event is an
electron recoil with I 00% charge-co llection efficiency:
(I )
Ionization energy is usually reported in units such as
" ke Vee," or ke V of the equivalent electron recoil. The ionization yield Y=EQIER , so Y = I for electron reco ils with
complete charge collectio n.
Nuclear recoi ls produce fewer charge pairs , and hence
less ionization energy EQ , than electron recoils of the same
recoil energy do. The ionization yield Y for nuclear-recoil
events depend s on both the material and the recoil energy,
with Y ~ 0.3 ( Y~ 0.25) in Ge (in Si) for ER:C:20 keV , as
shown in Fig. 3 for Ge.
Energy is dissipated in the driftin g of charges in the electric field, increa sing phonon produ ction by an amount equal
to the work done by the electric field. These " Neganov Luke" phonon s contribut e to the total observed phonon signal, yielding

(2)
where Vb is the bias voltage across the detector [30,31]. Because the ioni zation measurem ent effect ively weights the
number of charge pair s by their drift distances (see Sec.
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II A I), th is eq uatio n is va lid eve n for eve nt s with inco mplete charge co llect ion (due , for examp le, to trapping or recombination in the wro ng e lect rode ). Since EQ= ER for elec tron
recoi ls w ith full
charge
co llect ion, Er= [ I
+(e VblE)]ER for these eve nts. Ca lib ratio n of the detecto rs
at several b ias vo ltages using photon so urces co nfirm s that
1:= 3 eY (3.8 eV) in Ge (in Si). For e lec tron reco ils with full
charge co llect io n in Ge at 6 V bi as (the bias vo ltage for mos t
of the dat a described here) , £ r = 3 ER . In pra ctice, th e recoi I
ener gy ER of an eve nt is infe rred from meas ur eme nts of th e
phonon and ionization energie s:

bulk Ge, p-type

a-Si

unfilled electron states

E/

(3)

V

~

1. The ionization measurement

Charge-co llection e lectrodes deposited on the tw o faces of
each disk- shaped detector are maintained at different vo ltage s to supply an electr ic field, so that electro ns drift towa rd
one face and ho les to the ot her . However, because the e lectron s and holes generated by an interact io n are created " hot"
and are not in local thermodyna mic equ ilibrium wi th th e
cry stal , some may di ffuse before the drift field has a signifi cant effect upon their motion. The charge c loud produced by
a recoiling particle may also shie ld itse lf beca use the se parating electron- ho le pairs have dipole fields that counter the
drift field. As a res ult , char ges produ ced nea r a surface of th e
detector ca n diffuse aga inst the applied electric field into th e
nearby e lectrode , caus ing a fraction of the eve nt ionization to
be " lo st. " The surface region in which ioni zat io n is lo st is
termed the detector's "dead laye r " [29].
In order to reduce the loss of ionization near detecto r
surface s, the BLIP detectors used in 1999 were made with
hydrogenated , amorphou s-s ilicon ( a-S i) co ntac ts [28].
Amorp hous Si possesses a band gap e g= 1.2 eY , a lmost
twice as large as that of bulk Ge. As long as the bands of the
bulk Ge and the deposited laye r of a-S i are nearl y ce ntered
on eac h ot her, the a -Si ca n block diffu sion of charges of
both polarities . See Fig . 4 fo r a sc hemat ic illu stra tion of this
effect. Data taken wit h test devices indicates that usi ng a -Si
contact s dramatica lly red uces the dead-layer
problem
[28 ,32].
The dead layer is a problem particularly for electro ns incident on the surface of a detector , since e lec tron s have a
very sma ll penetration depth. The 90 % stoppin g length , or
practical range , in Ge (in Si) is 0.5 µm (0.7 µm ) at 10 keV,
and is 10 µm ( 23 µm) at 60 keY. Although mos t lowenergy electro ns suffer inc om pl ete ioniz at ion co llection eve n
wit h our a-Si e lectro des , only a small fraction of the electron s produce an ionization yie ld indi stin guishable from th at
characteristic of nucl ear recoils.
A s described below in Sec. IV, we have measured the
efficiencies of o ur detectors fo r di cr imin at ing between
nuclear recoi ls, bulk electron recoils , and surface elec tro n
recoils using convent iona l radioactive so urces of neu tron s,
photon s, and e lectro ns. Above IO ke V, BLIP detectors reject
bulk electron recoils with > 99.9 % effic iency and surfa ce
events w ith > 95 % effic ie ncy. ZIP detectors pro vide furth er

unfilled hole states
(filled electron states)

FIG . 4 . Schematic illu stration of bul k-Ge/ a-Si interface, indicatin g qualitative mi salignment suggested by data from test devices.
Mid- gap stat es th at may serve to define the a lignment are schemat ica lly indicated.

surface-even t rejection based on the differing phon on pulse
shape s of bulk and surface event s [25,26]. This phononbased surface -eve nt rejection alo ne is > 99.7 % effic ient
above 20 keY while retaining 40 % of the nucl ear -reco il
eve nts. Beca use the ZlP detector run in 1998 did not ha ve
a-Si e lec trod es, reject ion of surface eve nts in thi s detec tor
was provided primarily by phonon pul se-s hape analysis.
The ioniza tion mea sureme nt depends o n the drifting of
charges to the detector 's e lectrode s. The p type Ge has many
more acceptor sites than donor site s, NA ~ N 0 , with numb er
density n A -n 0 = 6 X 10 10 cm - 3 , and the dominant accepto r
leve ls at Ea= 12 me V above the valence band. Beca use th e
detectors are cooled to - 20 mK , the numb er of free charges
is Boltzmann suppr essed by a factor ex p(- 1:a /kl) - e - 5800 i.e., there is no free charge. It is energetica lly favorable for
the ND electro ns to fa ll onto acceptor sites rather than to bind
to the ND donor sites. If left a lone, the resulting ND ionized
donor sites and ND ionized acceptor sites wo uld trap charges
ge nerated by eve nts. Trapping is minimized, however , by
neutra lizing the ionized impurity sites o nce the detectors
have been coo led , by exposing them to photons emitt ed by a
light e mittin g di ode (LED ) while the detectors' electrod es are
gro und ed [29]. Ph otons from the LED produc e electron-hol e
pairs in th e detector; the abse nce of a drift fie ld allow s the se
free charges to either recombine or be trapped on ionized
impuriti es . When the detector is in the res ultin g neutralized
state, charge -co llection efficiency is 100%. The neutralized
state degrades wi th tim e, presumably due to the liberation of
trapped charges as drifting charges scatter off the trappin g
sites. Restorat ion of th e neutra lized state is acco mpli shed by
gro undin g the elec trod es for a brief period; particle int eractions (or additi ona l flashes of light fro m an LED) crea te the
necessary free charge to refill the traps. During the CDMS
run in 1999 , the BLIP s showed no signs of de gra ded ioni zation collection w hen used w ith a 50-min-biased/5-min-
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Electrons in
thermistor

G=500
Thermistor

Vphonons

T.

Electrical
measurement
power

c.

Target crystal

Electron- phonon
decoupling

Phononsin
thermistor
and target crystal

FIG. 5. Ionization-readout circuit used for both BLIPs and ZIPs ,
together with the BLIP phonon-readout circuit. The ionization amplifier connects to the biased side via a coupling capacitor with
Cc= 330 pF. The detector capacitance Cd= 40 pF. The ionizationbias resistor R b=40 MD. The parasitic capacitance CP= 50 pF is
dominated by FET capacitance. This figure is taken from [33].

grounded neutralization cycle. Slightly more conservative
cycles were used in the 1998 run for the Si ZIP detector , with
comparable results.
The readout circuit for the CDMS detectors is shown
schematically in Fig. 5. Because the phonon circuit necessitates establishing a true ground on one side of the detector ,
the ionization amplifier is connected to the biased side
through a coupling capacitor. The ionization amplifier operates as a cmTent integrator; the signal observed is the voltage
drop across the feedback capacitor, which collects a charge
corresponding to the product of the number of electron-hole
pairs created and the distance they drift across the detector.
For complete charge collection, the total drift distance for a
given pair is the the detector thickness, so the integrated
charge simply gives the number of pairs created. When trapping occurs during drift , the integrated signal for a trapped
charge is decreased to the fraction of the detector thickness
across which it drifts before trapping. More details on the
ionization- and phonon-readout electronics can be found in
[25,34,35].
2. The BLIP phonon measurement

The BLIP detectors rely on the fact that the heat capacity
of an insulating crystal drops as T 3 at low temperatures.
Thus, very small depositions can cause large temperature
rises. For a 165-g BLIP operated at 20 mK , a 10-keV deposition results in a measurable temperature rise of 2.4 µK.
The detector 's coupling to the refrigerator is via a gold
wirebond connecting the detector mount to a gold heat-sink
pad deposited on the detector. The dominant thermal impedance is the area-dependent acoustic-mismatch resistance between the crystal substrate and the heat-sink pad. Thermal
impedances within the heat-sink pad and the wirebond are
negligible in comparison because these systems are metallic.
Bias power dissipated in the thermistor heats the electron
system in the thermistor and, to a lesser extent, the crystal to

Energy from
scattering
event

TP (

C =1
P

D

~)3

0

D

Acoustic-mismatch resistance

Heat sink
FIG. 6. BLIP thermal model. The top box is the electrons and
the bottom the crystal or thermistor phonons. The heat sink is
shown at the bottom. The power flows are described in the text.
This figure is taken from [37].

a few mK above the refrigerator temperature.
A simplified thermal model for BLIP detectors, including
only one thermistor , is shown in Fig. 6. One system in this
model includes the phonons in the crystal substrate and in
the thermistors since the eutectic bond is transparent to
phonons . The other system includes the thermistor 's electrons, which can be taken to be separate from the phonon
system because of the low-temperature phenomenon of
electron-phonon decoupling. At these low temperatures,
electron-phonon interaction rates are so low that the time
needed for the electron and phonon systems of the thermistor
to equilibrate with each other is significant compared to the
internal thermalization times of the individual phonon and
electron systems within the thermistor. Moreover, because a
significant de power is deposited into the electron system of
a thermistor (in order to bias it), and the thermistor is heatsunk via its phonons, a large steady-state temperature difference arises between electrons and phonons in the thermistor,
as described in [36].
Schematically, the power flows are as follows . A
thermistor-bias current I b produces a measurable voltage
I bR. This dissipates power l ~R in the thermistor. (A current
bias is needed to prevent thermal runaway because d RI dT
< 0.) This power flows to the heat sink via the phonon system. An interaction in the crystal produces a 8-function energy deposition in the phonon system. The phonons heat up,
warming the electrons via the electron-phonon coupling and
yielding a measurable change in resistance. The energy flows
out of the system via the connection to the heat sink . The
couplings are chosen so the electron system senses the
phonon-system temperature rise before the energy can leave
the detector.
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FIG . 7. Phonon -channel no ise spectra without lock in, loga rithmic sca les. Dark line: phonon sensor 1. Light line: phonon sensor 2.
The co ntinuum noi se, above about l 00 Hz, is dominated by thermistor John son noise- the FET contr ibutes ~ I nY/ )Hz. The spectral lines are 60 Hz and harm onics. The significant increase in
'·smoo th " noise and in 60 Hz and har monics at low frequencies
motivates the use of an ac modulation and demodulation technique:
the fal l and rise time s of the phonon pulses co rrespo nd to ~ 3 Hz
and ~ 30 Hz, so esse ntially all of the phonon signal is below 30 Hz.

Two thermistors are used to provid e rejection of interac tions in the thermi stors . Use of two thermistors also decreases the phonon reado ut noise by I/ fi,. For crystal interactio ns and ass umin g the two thermi stors are identical , the
temperature-evolution so lution s hav e the same form as a
one-thermistor sys tem: the two thermistors ca n be treated
thermally and electric ally as a single thermi stor. For intera ctions within a sing le thermi stor, the symmetry is brok en and
the results become more co mplicat ed, altering the signal
shapes in the two thermistor s.
The thermistor signal is a negat ive-go ing voltage pulse
given by the product of the fixed bia s current and the resistance decrease aris ing from an energy deposition. A lownoise voltage amp lifier is used to mea sure this signa l. The
time constants are slow enough that a significa nt component
of the signal lies at low frequencies. The rise and fal l time s
of the BLIP phonon sig nals are ~ 5 ms and ~ 50 ms, correspondin g to poles in the pulse frequency spectrum at
~ 30 Hz and ~ 3 Hz. Below 500 Hz, 1If noise in the JFET ,
thermi stor, or e lectr ical co nnection s, and spuriou s 60 Hz
noise become sig nifica nt; see Fig . 7. We have found it advantageous to use an ac modulation and demodulation technique for the BLIP phonon measurement. To take advantage
of the very clean noi se env ironment arou nd I kHz, the de
current bia s is replaced by a I-kH z sine-wave bias
[34,35,38].
3. The BLIP pulsers

In order to help calibrate each BLIP detector , a small resistive heater ( ~ I00 n) on the detector surface is used to
produce heat pul ses. Additionally , pul ser capacitor s placed at
the gates of the ioni zat ion-amplifier FETs allow 8-function
current. pulses to be sent to the ioni zation amplifiers [34].
These pul sers produce signa ls of fixed amp litud e at known
times , allowi ng measurement of the ionizat ion and phonon
energy reso lutions as functions of energy (see Fig. 8). Every
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FIG. 8. Phonon energy reso lutions and ioni zation electroneq uivale nt energy resolutions (full width, half maximum ) as function s of energy for BLIP 3 (crosses), BLIP 4 (X's), BLIP 5
(circles), and BLIP 6 (squares), as measured using the pulsers , or
the 10.4 keY (3 1.2 keY phonon energy) background line from ga llium (small symbols ). Reso lution s of both the inner (bla ck) and the
outer (gray) ionization electrodes are shown . The apparent resolutions as determined by the widths of the 10.4 keV backgro und line
are likely worsened by the ex istenc e of another line at 9.65 keY.
Phonon ener gy resolutions are worsened further by the effect of
long-te rm drift s.

few hour s durin g our normal data-acqui sition proces s, a series of phonon-pul ser events was taken . This data allows
calibration of the effect of detector temperature on pulse
height , allowing real -time corrections for small drift s in refrigerator temperature , as described in Sec. III C. For most of
the run, ionization pulses were triggered by an asynchronous
proce ss, allowing independent measurement of the experiment live time and cut efficiencies.
4. The ZIP phonon measurement

In contrast to the relatively slow, calorimetric measurement of phonon energy with the BLIP detector s, ZIP detectors rapidly detect athermal phon ons before significant therquasi particle-trap-assisted
using
occurs,
malization
electrothermal-feedback transition-edge sensors [22]. These
phonon sensors consist of photolithographically patterned,
overlapping thin films of superconductin g aluminum and
tung sten, divided into 4 independ ent channels (see Fig. 2).
Each channel contains a parallel array of 444 tungsten
tran sition-edge sensors (TESs) each coupled to 6 aluminum
phonon-collection pad s.
Energy depo sited in the bulk detector leads via anharmonic decay to generation primarily of high-frequency
~ THz ( ~ 4 meY) , quasi-diffu ive phonons [39]. These
athermal phonon s propagate to the dete ctor surface , where
most of them have enough energy ( > 2~ A1= 0.34 meY ) to
be absorbed in l00-nm-thick, supercondu cting aluminum
pads which cover 82% of the detect or's surfac e [23,25].
Qua siparticles generated in the aluminum when the phonons
break Cooper pairs diffuse in ~ 10 µ s throu gh the alumj-
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num to the detector's tungsten TES, where they become
trapped. Through electron-electron interactions, these quasiparticles rapidly lose their potential energy by heating the
conduction electrons in the tungsten, which has no gap since
the tungsten film is biased in the middle of its
superconducting-to-normal transition. The net result is that a
few percent of the energy in athermal phonons from an event
in the detector substrate is measured in the tungsten TES. For
the ZIP detector run in 1998, this collection efficiency was
~ 2% .
The TESs are voltage biased, and the current through
them is monitored by a high-bandwidth HYPRES superconducting quantum interference device (SQUID) array [40,41].
The phonons released in the tungsten raise the temperature of
the film, increasing its resistance and reducing the current. To
ensure operation in the extreme feedback limit, the substrate
is kept much colder (T < 50 mK) than the transition temperature of the tungsten sensor (Tc~ 80 mK). The tungsten is
maintained stably within the transition by electrothermal
feedback based on Joule self-heating: if the sensor were hotter, the resistance would increase, decreasing the current and
the Joule heating; an analogous argument applies if the sensor were cooler. The interaction energy deposited in the tungsten as phonons is entirely removed by the reduction in Joule
heating caused by the current drop. Therefore, in the limit of
very sharp transitions, the energy absorbed by the tungsten is
just the integral of the current drop times the bias voltage:
E=

J

vb

oldt.

(4)

The tungsten sensors are intrinsically very fast, with pulse
rise times electronics bandwidth limited (at ~ 100 ns) , and
fall times governed by the electrothermal feedback time
( 20- 40 µs). The actual pulse shapes measured from ZIP
phonon sensors are dependent on both the phonon propagation in the detector substrate , and the quasiparticle diffusion
in the Al collection fins. The pulses typically have rise times
in the range 5 - 15 µs, and fall times ~ 100 µs, dominated
by the phonon collection. Comparison of phonon-pulse arrival times in the four independent channels allows localization in the xy plane of a ZIP detector. In addition, energy
deposited near detector surfaces apparently gives rise to
slightly lower-frequency phonons, which undergo less scattering and hence travel ballistically [26]. The shorter rise
times of the resulting phonon pulses allow rejection of such
surface events.
B. Cryogenics

The detectors are located inside a large cold volume
[42,43]. The nested cans of the cryostat, each of which corresponds to a thermal stage in our modified Oxford Instruments S-400 dilution refrigerator, serve as both thermal radiation shields and heat sinks for detector wiring and support
structures. The cryostat is connected to the dilution refrigerator via a copper coldfinger and a set of coaxial copper tubes.
Each tube connects one can to the corresponding thermal
stage in the refrigerator, with the copper coldfinger connecting the innermost can directly to the mixing chamber. The

nominal temperatures of the cryostat cans (and refrigerator
thermal stages) are 10 mK, 50 mK, 600 mK, 4 K, 77 K, and
300 K. The cryostat itself contains no cryogenic liquid; all
cooling power is generated in the refrigerator , and the cryostat is cooled via conduction. The innermost can is 30 cm in
diameter and 30 cm high, providing approximately 21 liters
of experimental space at ~ 20 mK base temperature. Access
to this space is obtained by removing the can lids.
A cryogenic detector readout package addresses the unusual combination of requirements in CDMS-low noise,
low background, high channel count , and low temperature
[35]. The anchor for the system is a multi-temperature- stage
modular coaxial wiring package, or "tower." Directly below
the tower are mounted up to six detector holders with modular coaxial wiring assemblies . Mounted on top of the tower
are cold electronics cards that carry either four field-effect
transistors (FETs) (for a BLIP detector), or four de SQUID
arrays and two FETs (for a ZIP detector) . Because of the
susceptibility to microphonic pickup for the gate wires of the
FET, a vacuum coaxial geometry is used in which the wires
are tensioned and attached to a printed circuit board at the
ends of covered copper channels . The absence of a dielectric
near the gate wires minimizes the presence of static charge,
thereby reducing microphonic pickup. The printed circuit
boards also serve to heatsink the wires to the various temperature stages. The electrical connections from the FET/
SQUID cards at 4 K to the room-temperature vacuum bulkhead feedthroughs are made through a 3-m-long shielded
copper-kapton flex circuit, or " stripline. " The tower and detector packaging is constructed so that infrared radiatio n
from room temperature and the 130 K FETs is efficiently
blocked and absorbed at each layer. Except for the warm en
of the stripline, which is outside the radioactive shielding, all
of the components of the towers, stripline, electronics cards
and detector packages are made from materials that have
been prescreened for U/Th isotopes, with the goal of having
< 0.1 ppb of the mass of the material surrounding the detector package, or approximately < 1 µBq/g. One such material is a custom-made low-activity solder [44].
C. The Stanford Underground Facility

Due to the cryogenic technology and continuing development of our Ge and Si detectors, the initial dark matter
search has been conducted at a local site. The Stanford Underground Facility (SUF) is a tunnel 10.6 m below ground
level in the Hansen Experimental Physics Laboratory on the
Stanford University campus. The tunnel housing the experiment is a clean area supplied with cooled, filtered air from
the surface to suppress radon. The earth above SUF absorbs
the hadronic component of cosmic-ray showers which would
otherwise produce a large background rate and activate materials near the detectors. The overburden also reduces the
muon flux by a factor of 5; the muon flux measurements
indicate that the overburden is equivalent to ~ 16 m of water.
A substantial vertical muon flux (29 m- 2 s- 1 sr- 1) is still
present in the SUF tunnel due to the relatively shallow depth.
The muon-induced neutron flux, and the ambient photons
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FIG. 9. Layout of the CDMS I shielding at the Stanford Underground Facility.
and neutron s from rad ioac tivit y in the tunn e l walls, di ctate
that a passive shie ld and an act ive veto surround the detectors.
D. Shielding and muon veto

The goa l of shie ldin g is to minimi ze the rate of interactions ar ising from exte rnal particle so urces that ca n mimi c
nuclear recoils in the cryoge nic detectors. These ex tern al
sources include photons and ne utro ns from radioactivity in
the surro undin g environm ent , photons and neutron s pro duced by cosm ic-ray mu o ns, and e lectron s from radioactivity
238
U
on surfaces. The exte rnal so urces are primarily from the
232
MeV,
2.6
to
up
energies
photon
T h decay chai ns, w ith
and
and from 4 °K, w hich em its a 1.46 MeV photon. Pass ive
shie ldin g consisti ng of lead , polyethylene, and co pper reduces th e flux from radjoac tiv e co ntaminati on, while active
shielding efficient ly vetoes the flux produc ed by muon s from
cosmic rays .
The co ncentr ic sh ie lds aro und the WIMP detectors at SUF
are show n schemat ica lly in Fig. 9 . Outermost is th e active
veto [37], fas hi oned of a NE- I IO pl astic sc intill ator with
waves hift er bars co upl ed to 2" RCA 8575 ph oto multipli er
tube s (PMTs). Eac h sc intill ator is co upl ed to 1-4 PMTs, depending on its size and shape. The PMT signals are summ ed
togethe r for eac h sci ntill ator, then prese nted to LeCroy NIM
discrim inators. The discriminator thr es ho lds are set to be
sensit ive to (minimum-i o nizi ng) cos mic-ray muon s, which
depo sit abo ut 8 Me V in the 4 . l -cm-thick sc intill ator , and
insensitive to the vast majority of ph otons from radioactivity ,
whose spect rum ends at 2.6 MeV. To reject eve nts in the
detectors that occ ur close in tim e with the passage of a
muon , we record the tim es of all veto hit s above thre sho ld in
a :+::l O ms window abo ut eac h detec tor trigger and use a
- 25 µ s w ind ow to es tabli sh corre latio ns. The tot al vetotrigger rate durin g no rm al operat io n is app rox imate ly 6 kHz ,
leading to - 15% dead time due to acc idental co rre lati ons.
To monitor poss ible changes in veto perfo rm ance, analog- todigital co nverters read out the pulse he ight s from all six sides
of the veto for each event.
A thoroug h mapping of the veto with an x-ray source
documented a few areas of relatively poo r light co llect ion in
late I 998 , just before the star t of the l 999 Ge data run described in Sec. IV. To compe nsa te, high vo ltages and thr es h-

20

60
40
Live Days

80

100

FIG. I0. Veto inefficiency for detector-tagged muons during the
1999 Ge data run described in Sec. IV. The dark, unfilled histogram
indicates the number of detector-through-going muons anticoincident with the muon veto per IO000 detector-through-going muons
detected. The gray, shaded histogram shows the fraction of muons
passing through both a detector and the bottom layer of the veto that
were not tagged by one of the other sides of the veto. The performance of the veto slowly degraded over the course of the run. It
was improved briefly on June 20 (live day 64). It was improved
more permanently on July 30 (live day 72). See Fig. 14 for the dates
con esponding to the integral live days into the run.
o lds for all veto counters were tuned to ensure th at mu ons
pass ing throu gh the se areas would not be mi sse d (at the expense of reduced live tim e due to a higher rate of vetoing by
environm ental photons passing th rough the areas of the
co unt er with bette r light co llec tio n). The effic iency of the
veto for detec tin g mu ons ca n be meas ured using mu ons identified by the ir large energy depositions in the Ge detectors.
The average meas ured effic iency of thi s veto for mu o ns during the l 999 Ge data run descr ibed in Sec. IV was 99 .9%,
w ith time va riation show n in Fig. l 0. The rejection ineffi cien cy for cos mic-indu ced neutrons genera ted in mater ia l
sun-ound ed by the veto should be - 3 X worse ( - 0.3 % ) ;
this rejec tion ef ficien cy is suffici ent to redu ce the bac kgro und from these neutron s to a leve l co mp ara ble to the
background from neutron s produ ced outside th e ve to. The
measured effic iency of the veto fo r mu ons during the l 998
dat a run is eve n higher, 99.995 %.
Th e veto sun-ound s a lea d shie ld of 15 cm thi ckness,
which atte nuates the exte rna l photon flux by a facto r of l 000.
The inn er 5 cm of this lead she ll is made from Glover lead ,
w hich has sub sta nti ally less of the long- lived (22-year halflife) 210Pb iso top e w hich is present at so me meas urabl e leve l
in a ll so urces of rec e ntly manu fact ured lea d [45]. Decays of
2 10
2 10
B i wit h a
Pb y ie ld a bremss trahlun g spect rum (from
1.16 Me V end po int), which res ult s in bac kgro und photo ns
that interac t in the detectors. Inside the lead , a 25 -cm thickness of polyethylene surround s the cryostat. The polyethylene modera tes and attenuates neutron s from the material surrounding the tunn e l and from the interact ion of cosmic-ray
muons with the lead shie ld. Prev ious st udi es at thi s depth
indi cate that thicker polyet hylene wo uld increase the neutron
flux at the detectors due to neutron production in the polyethylene itse lf. The cryos tat and detector-wiring asse mbl y
co nstitut e an average thickness of about 3 cm of co pper. The
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most important contribution of the veto is to reject events
from neutrons produced by cosmic-ray muons entering this
copper. Samples of all construction materials were screened
to ensure low radioactive contamination. A I-cm-thick "internal" shield made of ancient Pb, which has very little
2 10
Pb, immediately surrounds the detectors in order to further reduce the photon background [46]. The layers of the
shield outside the cryostat can be partially lifted and rolled
away for easy access to the detector volume . None of the
shielding is hermetic because copper tubes providing cooling
or electrical connections must penetrate the shields ; however ,
shielding inside these copper tubes helps reduce the external
photon flux.
E. Expected backgrounds

The shielding was designed in conjunction with Monte
Carlo simulations and measurements of particle fluxes at
SUF [33,47]. The measured event rate between 10-100 keV
in Ge detectors
due
to photons
is roughly
60 kev - 1 kg - 1 d- 1 overall and 2 kev - 1 kg- 1 d- 1 anticoincident with the veto. These anticoincident photons are presumably due to residual radioactivity in and around the inner
shielding and detector package. Detector discrimination of
99.9% should reduce the photon background to = 5
X 10- 4 events kev - 1 kg- 1 d- 1, negligible compared to
other expected backgrounds. The non-muon-induced lowenergy-electron background is more difficult to predict, as it
depends critically on the level of radioactive contamination
on parts immediately next to the detectors. This background
is also potentially more troubling because of the CDMS detectors' ionization dead layer. Discussion of the measured
low-energy-electron background is described in Sec. IV.
The rate of neutrons from natural radioactivity of materials inside the shield is negligible because of the careful
choice of construction materials. Neutrons from natural radioactivity in the tunnel walls and outer lead can also be
ignored; because their spectrum is softer than that of neutrons produced by muons, they are well moderated by the
polyethylene. Neutrons with energies capable of producing
ke V nuclear recoils in the detectors are produced by muons
interacting inside or outside the veto ("internal " or "external" neutrons, respectively). The dominant, low-energy
(< 50 Me V) component of these neutrons is moderated well
by the polyethylene [47]. Essentially all remaining internal
neutrons are tagged as muon-coincident by the scintillator
veto. However, relatively rare, high-energy external neutrons
may "punch through " the polyethylene and yield secondary
neutrons that produce keV nuclear recoils. A large fraction of
the events induced by high-energy external neutrons are vetoed: ~ 40% due to neutron-scintillator interactions, and an
unknown fraction due to hadronic showers associated with
the primary muon. This unknown fraction, combined with a
factor of 4 uncertainty in their production rate, makes it difficult to accurately predict the absolute flux of unvetoed external neutrons .
Two methods are used to measure this flux of unvetoed
external neutrons. The first method involves comparing the
rate of nuclear-recoil events in the Ge detectors with the rate
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in the Si detector, since Ge is more sensitive to WIMPS and
Si is more sensitive to neutrons . The second method is to
count the number of events consisting of nuclear recoil s in
two or more detectors. Since WIMPs interact too weakly to
multiple scatter, these events must be due to neutrons ,
thereby providing a clean measurement of the neutron background. Predictions from Monte Carlo simulations of the expected ratio of single-detector scatters to multiple-detector
scatters are then used to determine the expected rate of neutron single-scatter events. Neutron backgrounds are simulated using the MICAP [ 48] and FLUKA [ 49] extensions to the
GEANT [50] particle-physics simulation package. The MICAP
and FLUKA packages track neutrons above and below
20 MeV, respectively. For this work, no attempt is made to
simulate the production of the neutrons. Instead, production
rates and spectra from [51] are used, and only the propagation of the neutrons and their interactions in the detectors are
simulated. These simulations will be discussed further in
Sec. V.
F. Data acquisition

The purpose of the data acquisition system for CDMS
(shown as the block diagram in Fig. 11) is to generate an
experimental trigger and faithfully record all detector and
veto activity within a specified time interval about that trigger. Detector signals from the front-end electronics are received, conditioned, and anti-alias-filtered in custom 9U
electronics boards. These boards also contain discriminators
which provide low-threshold ionization-trigger and phonontrigger signals, as well as high-threshold trigger signals for
vetoing high-energy events during calibrations. The trigger
signals are combined in a separate 9U board which generates
a global trigger signal to inform the data acquisition computer that an event has occurred. The individual trigger signals are also stored in a history buffer (VXI Technology
1602, clocked at 1 MHz) , which preserves a triggering history for up to l O ms before and after each global trigger.
Trigger thresholds and logic are configured via a backplane
digital bus that is interfaced to GPIB.
The filtered detector pulses are routed to VME waveform
digitizers (Ornnibyte Comet and Joerger VTR1012) situated
in a VXI mainframe, which provides better ambient noise
rejection than VME crates. These 12-bit, 5-10 MHz digitizers record the entire waveform, or trace, for each detector
channel, including the pre-trigger baselines. This information
is crucial for extracting the best signal-to-noise ratio from the
detectors, and for rejecting artifacts such as pulse pile-up, at
a cost of large event sizes (typically 50-100 kB).
The muon-veto PMT signals are processed by NIM discriminators and logic, then recorded in a VXI history buffer
(VXI Technology 1602) which is clocked at 1 MHz . A buffer
extending on average from 15 ms before trigger to 5 ms after
trigger is read out on every trigger, allowing correlations
with cosmic-ray muons to be made strictly in software.
Monitoring information is provided by GPIB and
CAMAC instruments. The dilution refrigerator and cryostat
temperatures and pressures are sampled every 30 min, while
detector temperatures, trigger or veto rates, and veto high
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FIG. 11. (Color) Block diagram of the CDMS data acquisition system.
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voltages are measured once a minute. This information is
constantly on display at SUF and is remotely accessible from
any World Wide Web browser. Email and phone alarms warn
of serious problems.
The online data acquisition software is written in LABVIEW [52] and runs on a cluster of Power Macintoshes. The
system is modular, in that the main event-builder program
runs on one computer which communicates over a highspeed link to the VXI crate, while all front-end control and
environmental monitoring runs on separate computers. A
VME VO module (HP 1330B) synchronizes the software to
the trigger hardware and provides the path for a random
(software) trigger to be recognized by the hardware . The
online acquisition system is capable of running with better
than 85% live time for up to six detectors at the typical total
low-background trigger rate of ~ 0.4 Hz. Data are written
over the local Fast Ethernet ( 100 Mbps) network to fast SCSI
disks, where it is promptly analyzed via a MATLAB/C analysis
system running on Unix/Linux workstations. Both raw data
and summary information are written to DLT tapes.
III. Ge BLIP DATAREDUCTION

Automated analysis re9uces the detector pulses (see Fig.
12) to quantities describing the energies, times, and quality
of various fits performed . First, it is necessary to determine
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FIG. 12. Typical BLIP phonon-channel (top) and ionizationchannel (bottom) pulse shapes, wit h times shown relative to the
tri gger time. Overlaid on the phonon pulse shape (solid ) are examples of how the pulse might look wit h pre-trigger pile-up (dots)
or post-tri gger pil e-up (gray dashes). Traces shown are from the
BLIP 4 phonon sensor I and the inner-electrode ionization channel
for a neutron-calibration event with E p = 199 keV and innerelectrode ionization energy EQ,= 23 keV . The full downloaded
phonon trace is show n, but the ionization trace actuall y extends
from 9.8 ms before trigger to 3.3 ms after tri gger.
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the event "delay" -the position of the global trigger time
relative to the particle interaction , as determined using the
detector that gave rise to the global trigger . In the vast majority of events , any multiple scattering occurs on time scales
much shorter than the pulse rise times, so it is reasonable to
speak of a single particle-interaction time. Once this delay is
determined (see Sec. Ill A), the pulse energy is fit using templates, as described in Sec . III B. These energies are calibrated daily, as described in Sec. III C.

A. Determination of the event delay

Calculation of the delay is done using optimal (Weiner)
filtering on the triggering detector [34 ,53]. If a trace baseline
is below the digitizer range , the event is not fitted. For a trace
with its peak above the digitizer range , a simplified delay
algorithm, which takes advantage of the fact that the start of
a large pulse is easy to find, is employed.
If the event's global trigger is an ionization trigger, the
calculation is done on the ionization pulse summed over both
electrodes , and the trigger time is used for correlating with
the veto. If the event is a phonon trigger , first the delay of the
average of the two phonon channel pulses is calculated, using a time-domain convolution. Because the phonon pulses
have a 5-ms rise time, this delay does not provide a sufficiently precise time-offset estimate to allow correlation with
the veto-the veto-trigger rate is ~ 6 kHz, making accidental coincidences too frequent. Instead , the optimal-filter convolution is performed on the ionization traces over a search
window restricted by this phonon delay. If no abovethreshold pulse exists, the search finds a noise excursion. In
the case of a phonon trigger , the widths of the search windows for the phonon and ionization signals are 14.4 ms and
1.6 ms, respectively, large enough that pulses above noise are
not found near the window edges.
The delay determined in the above way is used as the time
offset in the fitting algorithm for the pulses in all the detectors. It is also used to determine the nearest veto hit. Phonontrigger events are characterized as veto-anticoincident if
there is no veto hit within 25 µs of the time of this inferred
delay . Ionization-trigger events are veto-anticoincident if
there is no veto hit in the 25 µs before the event trigger.
B. Pulse-energy fitting

Once the delay is determined, the pulse energy is fit using
templates. For each channel, a template is built by averaging
a number of ionization-triggered pulses. Pulses with energies
of 100-200 keV are used to ensure a high signal -to-noise
ratio while being low enough in energy to be unaffected by
pulse-shape variations with energy . To form templates for the
shape of the ionization crosstalk, events with energy only in
a single electrode are used. It is necessary to build different
templates for each detector and channel because of pulseshape variations. In the phonon channels, variations are
caused by small differences in thermistor properties and detector heat sinking. Variations in the ionization pulse shape
occur because of differences in feedback-component values
and amplifier open-loop gains.
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For the phonon pulses, linear template fits are performed,
minimizing the x 2 defined by

(5)
where V; are the (N = 2048) digitized data samples, s ; is the
pulse-shape template, VO is the fitted pulse amplitude, and a
is the rms noise per sample . In practice , additional linear
terms are included (a baseline offset and an arbitrarily normalized exponential with time constant fixed to the known
pulse fall time to fit the tail of a possible previous pulse), but
this simplified description well summarizes the method .
Minimization with respect to V0 yields
N

L

i= l

Vo=

N

L

i= I

V;s;

--

a2

2

(6)

S;

a 2

The x 2 of the fit is incorrectly normalized because correl ations in the noise between time samples are not taken into
account. Cuts based on the x 2 value s are therefore formed
empirically, ignoring the overall normalization .
For the ionization traces, it is advantageous to use optimal
filtering to calculate the fit energy because of the significant
frequency structure of the noise of the ionization channel s
(due to FET 1/f noise, 60 Hz pickup , and pickup of I kHz
and harmonics from the thermistor bias). Optimal filtering
calculates the pulse fit in frequency space, where frequency
components with a low signal-to-noise ratio are deweighted
to minimize their effect on the fit. The optimal time-off set
and energy estimators are given by the time and the value of
the peak of the convolution of the optimal filter with the
trace. The time offset provides the phase factor to apply to
the template in frequency space to allow calculation of the
x 2 in frequency space , where it can be correctly normalize d
because noise components at different frequencies are uncor related . A complication arise s because of cross-talk betwee n
the inner and outer ionization channels of a single detecto r.
Each ionization channel 's trace is the sum of its own pulse
and a cross-talk component whose amplitude is proportional
to that of the pulse in the other channel. There is an analogous matrix equation for the x2 in this case , which fits both
ionization channels at once [34].
C. Energy calibrations

Due to drifts in both refrigerator base temperature and the
electronics , the phonon energies fit by the above procedure
exhibit slow drifts with time. Although the ionization energies do not drift with time, discrete events such as cycling of
power on the front-end electronics crate can cau se changes in
the ionization calibration. It is necessary to perform an absolute, time-dependent calibration to correct these change s.
The energy EQ of the ionization channels is calibrat ed for
large blocks of time (days to weeks) using the 5 I J ke V
positron-annihilation line, which appears during norm al low-
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FIG . 14. Cumul ative time waiting for a trigger. The dashed line
has a slope of 0 .6, the maximum observed slope during sta ble runnin g. The origin of the hor izontal axis is Janu ary I, 1999. Labeled
periods of significant deadtim e were due prim arily to (a) co mput er
problems and work , (b) slow pul ses (see [34] for detail s), (c) refr igerator warm ups, (d) electro nics work , (e) neutron ca librations, (f)
low -bi as studie s, (g) photon ca libra tions, and (h) pump failure.
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FIG. 13. Spectral lines visible during low-backgro und runnin g,
in reco il energy ER, summed over all four Ge detectors. Gauss ian
fits are shown as dashed curves. (a) Line at I 0.4 ke V from interna l
Ga, using phonon sensors. (b) Line at 46 .5 keV from 2 10Pb, ev ident
in events with energy in the outer elect rode only, using the phonon
sensors. (c) Line at 66.7 keY from 73111Ge , using phonon sensors. (d)
Line at 51 1 ke V from positro n annihil ation, using ionizat ion sensors.

background running . To acco unt for phonon drifts on sca le s
longer than a day , the overa ll energy sca le of each phonon
sensor is ca libr ated aga inst ionization using the promin ent
bulk elec tron -reco il band and the rel ation Ep= [ 1
+ (eVb /c)]EQ. To acco unt for phon on drift s due to temperature drift s over shorter tim e sca les, a simpl e linea r co rrection is made to the phonon pul se height based on the
phonon-lockin
de-reference meas urement of each thermistor 's average resis tance, made every IO s. To first order ,
the phonon pulse heig ht is linear in deviations of the thermistor res istance due to ther mal drift s. The correction is ca librated using phonon-pulser eve nts of kno wn energy. Occ asionally , large temp era tur e exc ursions drive a phon on se nsor
out of the range for which the correction is ca librated ; the
detector is co nsider ed to be dead durin g suc h period s. Success of the ene rgy ca lib ratio n is demonstrated by the appearance of low-e nergy spect ral lines (see Fig . 13) in the low background data set described below.
IV. Ge BLIP DATA SET

Between November 1998, and September I 999, 99.4 raw
live day s of low-backgrou nd data were obtain ed using 3 of 4
165 g Ge BLIP detectors . Raw live days denote s the live
time of the data-ac qui sition (DAQ) sys tem, before any cuts
are made , excep tin g per iods when the raw data are di sca rded
due to obv ious problems. Figure 14 sho ws the inte grated live
time for which the DAQ was taking low-ba ckgro und data
(i.e ., excl udin g gro undin g and ca libration s) . The larges t slope
is - 0.6 live day/real day ; periods of significant dead tim e
are labeled in the figure. During stable low -backgro und running , the de ad time co nsists of time for cryogen transfers
(- 10%), detector gro undin g ( - 10% ), phonon pulser ca librati ons ( - 5% ), and DAQ dead time ( - 15%) .

A. Calibrations

As show n in Fig. 14, in situ detector calibrations with
ex ternal photon and neutron so urc es were perform ed during
the 1999 Ge dat a run. Th ese ca libration s are used to help
determin e cut efficiencies, as desc ribed in Sec. IV C, and to
estimate particle-mi sidentific ation rates and other possible
sys tematic error s in the analy sis of the low-b ac kgro und data .
1. Neutron calibrations

In order to provid e nuclear-re co il eve nts that m1m1c
252
Cf-fission neutron source is placed
on the top face of the sc intillat or veto. Beca use the neutron s
emitted by thi s so urce have such low energie s (see, e .g.
[54]) , the top lay ers of polyeth ylene in side the shield are
removed to permit the neutron s to penetrate to the cryostat.
With the source and shieldin g in thi s configuration , the data
se t is dominated by neutron s, making the total event rate
about 3 time s higher than durin g low-back gro und dat a tak ing . In all other ways, the data-takin g co ndition s are as usual.
Th e so urce activity is known to - 5 % acc urac y, so the abso lute normalizati on of the spectrum is well determined . Th e
overall cut efficiency , determin ed by the met hod s di scu sse d
in Sec. IV C , is smaller than for the low-back gro und data
bec ause the higher eve nt rate significa ntl y increa ses the
amount of event pileup .

WIMP interaction s, a

2. Photon calibrations

The photon calibration is perf ormed by insertin g a 60co
so urc e throu gh a small , plu gga ble hol e in the lead shield .
6
°Co emits two high-ener gy phot ons, at 1173 ke V and 1332
ke V. Th ese photon s Compton sca tter in the material surro undin g the detectors , re sultin g in a seco ndary photon spectrum simil ar to the expec ted radioactive back gro und s. The
photon s yield a large sa mple of bulk electron recoils with
- 3 % surface electron recoils . Although so me surf ace events
ar ise from electrons ejected from surroundin g material s,
simulation s indicate that mo st low-energ y surfac e events are
du e to elec tron s kicked through the dead layer (and then out
of the detect or) by high-ener gy ph oton s Compton scat terin g
inside a detect or.
Beca use the ca libration results in many high-energy
event s, whereas the WIMP searc h uses only low -energy
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FIG . 16. Efficiency of hardw are phon on trigger vs phonon energy E p, for BLIP 3 (solid line), BLIP 4 (dashes) , BLIP 5 (dotteddashes), and BLIP 6 (dots). Statistical uncertainty ( 1 u ) , shown for
BLIP 3, is similar in the other detectors. The se results are averaged
over the entire data set ; the slight residual trigger inefficien cy above
5 keV is dominated by a four-week period with slightly worse trigger filters.

FIG . 15. Electron calibration data . Hyperbolic dot-da shed lines :
mean ionization-search threshold s. Solid curve s: mean centers of
nuclear-recoil bands. Da shed curve s: mean nuclear-recoil acceptance region s. Top : I 999 run electron-calibration set consisting of 407 veto-anticoincident events tagged as multiple scatters in
BLIP 3 and BLIP 4. Middle : Data from external 14C source data
taken with test device ABLI with a source- side electrode at positive
bias. Bottom: Rejection efficiency for the test device.

events, a hardware trigger veto rejects events with recoil energy ER ?:. 100 keV during the photon calibration . The calibration data are analyzed in the same way as the normal data
stream. As with the neutron-calibration data , a larger fraction
of events are cut due to pileup . This larger fraction is not a
concern because the photon misidentification is determined
by beginning with a set of events that pass all data-quality
cuts and then calculating the fraction that also pass the
nuclear-recoil-acceptance cut. The efficiency of the dataquality cuts has no effect, since no data-quality cuts depend
on the ionization yield.
3. Electron calibrations

Unfortunately , in situ calibrations with external electron
source s are not practical because of the substantial material
forming the cold volume. Furthermore , BLIPs 3-6 were
never tested with an external electron source in the laboratory. Small devices prepared with variants of the electrode
have been tested with an electron source (see Fig . 15), but no
laboratory electron calibration was performed with the exact
electrode structure used on the detectors .
The photon calibration contains a very small fraction of
electrons , ~ 0.7% in the IO-to-100-keV range according to
Monte Carlo simulations. The typical number of events observed in this energy range during the calibration is ~ 9000
per detector. Therefore, only ~ 60 electrons are expected per
detector , insufficient for placing a useful limit on electron
misidentification .
The veto-anticoincident data provide an electron calibration because BLIP 3 appears to be heavily contaminated with

an electron source that results in clear electron band s in
BLIPs 3 and 4. The contamination likely consi sts of 14 C
atom s from a leaking 14C source to which the detect or was
expo sed during an attempted laboratory calibration. Lowenergy ( l0 - 100 ke V) veto-anticoincident multiple- scatter
events between BLIP 3 and BLIP 4 appear to be dominated
by this electron "source " on the surface of BLIP 3. Figure 15
shows ionization yield vs recoil energy in the two detector s
for the calibration data set. The surface event s form a clear
band in ionization yield, similar to that seen in a test device
with a-Si contacts. The bulk of the events are concentrated
at low recoil energy, so this data set probe s energie s where
electron misidentification is worst.
B. Hardware and analysis thresholds

For all event s, every detector channel is digitized and
trace fits done. The hardware -trigger efficiency for each detector can be measured using event s in which any of the
other detectors was the first to trigger. The trigger efficienc y
for a given detector as a function of energy is defined as the
fraction of such events for which that detector 's trigger is
found in the post-trigger history . Thi s analy sis is done separately for the phonon trigger as a function of phonon energy
and for the ionization trigger as a function of ionization energy. To ensure good energy estimate s, this calculati on is
done on the set of event s passing all data-qualit y cuts (note
data-quality cuts do not require that events are single scatters; see Sec. IV C). Figure 16 shows the phonon-tri gger efficiency ·as a function of phonon energy .
For phonon-trigger event s, it must be determined whether
the ionization signal is due to amplifier noise or to real ionization. Because the phonon pulses have ~ 5 ms rise times,
for phonon-trigger event s we search for ionization pulses inside a 1.6-ms-wide time window . An optimal-filter algorithm
picks out the largest peak in the window . Random-tri gger
event s are used to determine , on a day-by-day basis, the ionization search threshold above which the ionization is unlikely to be just noise. The standard optimal-filter algorithm
finds the delay and energy for the random-trigger events. The
resulting energy distribution is approximately Gaussian but
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1.5

well determined . This uncertainty arises simply because
there are so few neutron-calibration interactions above 100
keV that the position of the nuclear-recoil band cannot be
determined . This restriction does not significantly degrade
the detectors ' sensitivity to WIMPs or to background neutrons because both types of particles produce recoil-energ y
spectra that are approximately exponential with (ER)
$ 30 keV.

0.5

C. Software cuts
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FIG. 17. Thin solid line: Distributi on of summ ed ionization energy in BLIP 6 for random triggers as determined by the "s liding "
noi se fit. Also shown are the data-averaged ioniz ation searc h threshold efficiency curves for BLIP 3 (thick solid line), BLIP 4 (dashes),
BLIP 5 (dotted-da shes), and BLIP 6 (dot s).

is offset positively fro m zero, is narrower than the zero-delay
noise distribution, and has a non-Gaussian tail to high energy:

(7)
where M is the number of samples in the search window and
CT£ is the width of the zero-delay noise distribution [34]. A
histogram of energies yielded by the sliding noise fit for
random triggers is shown in Fig. 17, together with the dataaveraged ionization search threshold efficiencies for each of
the four detector s. Events with no real ionization are called
" ionization-noise " events.
Only events above the ionization-search threshold are included in the analysis because two classes of events otherwise could mimic WIMP events. Muon-induced events without a clear ionization pulse cannot be vetoed because the
slow phonon timing information is too poor to allow correlations with the muon veto. Thermal events, such as detector
displacement in its support, yield phonon energy but no ionization, and hence could also be mistaken for WIMP events
were no ionization threshold applied.
Although the phonon-trigger efficiency is ~ 100% for
phonon energies E p> 5 ke V, an analysis threshold is placed
at recoil energy ER= 10 keV for two reasons. First, for energies ER$ l O keV the efficiency for identifying nuclear recoils decreases precipitou sly as energy decreases because of
the fraction of nuclear-recoi l events producing less ionization
than the ionization- search threshold. Below 10 keV, the uncertainty in our determination of this efficiency would make
interpretation of the number of identified nuclear-recoil
events unreliable. Second , at these same energies, the expected contamination of the nuclear-recoil band with
electron-recoil events appears to be non-negligible .
Analysis is further restricted to events below 100 ke V
because the nuclear-recoil efficiency above LOOkeV is not

To prepare the data for a search for WIMP-induced
nuclear recoils, a number of data-quality cuts are made, as
described in Secs. IV C 1-IV C 3. The goals of these cuts
are to remove pileup, to remove periods of high noise or
trace-baseline wandering, and to select only those events
where the pulse fits are of sufficient quality to ensure the
accuracy of the energy estimate and hence the ability to reject electron-recoil background events. Additional "physic s"
cuts preferentially reject background events, as described in
Secs. IV C 4 - IV C 8. All cuts other than the nuclear-recoil
cut were set after initial examination of the data. In order to
minimize the potential for introducing bias, these cuts were
set without regard to the number of events passing the
nuclear-recoil cut, as described below. In particular, the dataquality cuts were set using a random 10% of the data with no
other cuts applied. The veto-anticoincidence cut (see Sec.
IV C 4) was set from a random 10% of the data with only the
data-quality cuts applied.
1. Pre-trigger-trace-quality cuts

A number of cuts are made using information not about
the events, but only on the quality of the setup prior to the
event trigger. Periods of known poor energy resolution are
discarded. For the early part of this run, problem s with the
detectors ' electronics were the dominant cause of such cuts.
Detector s failing these cuts are discarded for the periods in
question, but events in other detectors during these period s
are not cut. These cuts remove 5-10 % of the lowbackground data for each detector, slightly decreasing the
expected fraction of neutron-induced events that multiply
scatter between detector s. A detector is considered to be
" live" for the events for which it passes these cuts.
Additional cuts are made on pretrigger-trace quantities to
ensure the traces are free of pileup, the pulses are within the
digitizer window, and the noise environment is reasonable.
First, the mean pretrigger baselines of all channels are required to lie in a range so that an event of interest (< 100
keV) would not saturate the digitizer s. Second, the standard
deviation s of the pretrigger baselines are required not to be
too large. These cuts remove events with pretrigger pileup,
high phonon noise, or low-level baseline wandering that increases the baseline noise. Any of these problem s may compromise the energy measurement. Third , the detector temperature s, as measured by the phonon-lockin de reference
voltages, are required to be in the range for which the linear
" de-reference correction " discussed above (Sec. III C) is
calibrated . For an event to be accepted , all live detectors
must pass all these cuts.
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TABLE I. Pre-trigger-trace-quality cut efficiencies for the four
detectors, as measured by three different methods. The total live
time before any cuts is 99.4 live days. As noted in the text , the
fraction of pulser events passing pretrigger cuts accurately measure s
the efficiency , while the estimates based on fractions of event s
should be systematically low, and the estimates based on fractions
of live time should be systematically high.
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The calculation of the efficiency of these combined pretrigger cuts is straightforward because the cuts have no dependence on the event characteristics . The efficiency is given
simply by the fraction of ionization-pulser events passing the
cuts (see Sec. II A 3). Furthermore , both lower and upper
bounds on the pretrigger-cut efficiency may be calculated
easily from the data itself. The live time of an event is defined as the time waiting for the trigger after the trigger is
armed. An upper bound on the pretrigger-cut efficiency is
given by the ratio of the sum of the live time of the events
passing the cut set to the sum of the live time of all events. If
the experiment were live for all the live time preceding
events that pass the pretrigger cuts, then this ratio would
yield the cut efficiency. Since the experiment may actually be
dead for part of this time (e.g., time recovering from a highenergy deposition in one or more detectors), this method
yields an upper bound on the efficiency. A lower bound on
the pretrigger -cut efficiency is given by the fraction of events
passing the cuts . If the trigger rate were constant over the
entire run, then the fraction of events passing the cut would
naturally yield the cut efficiency. Because more triggers occur during periods when events are more likely to fail the
pretrigger cut (e.g., due to periods of high noise, which can
induce triggers), this estimate yields a lower bound on the
efficiency. Table I displays the efficiencies together with
these bounds for the final all-detector pre-trigger tracequality cuts.
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FIG. 18. Top: Typical phonon-pulse fit x2 vs phonon energy.
The phonon x 2 is a reduced x2 for approximately 2000 sample s,
but it is not properly normalized. The line on the plot indicate s the
position of the cut calculated by the automated algorithm. Bottom:
Efficiency of phonon-x 2 cut vs phonon energy for the four BLIP
detectors . Error bars are shown for BLIP 3 data only. Curves indicate data for BLIP 4 (solid) , BLIP 5 (dashed) , and BLIP 6 (dotteddashed) . For both plots, the vertical dotted lines indicate the approximate phonon energie s corre sponding to the I 0-100 ke V
recoil-energy analysis region.

the primary trigger (additional triggers very near the primary
trigger may be due to double triggering in the electronics or
multiple scattering). Further cuts (described in Sec. IV C 3)
remove the remaining events that are contaminated with pileup. All these cuts remove only the detector(s) whose events
are contaminated with pile-up; events in detectors without
pile-up are not cut.
The efficiency EP of the pile-up cut can be calculated directly from the trigger rate by assuming that the occurrence
of a second event of any energy causes an event to fail the
cut. This estimate is a good one at low energies-if the first
event is below 100 keY, the second event is likely to be more
energetic simply because most of the trigger rate comes from
events above 100 keY. This efficiency Ep is given by the
accidental rate for a second event to appear in the IO ms
pretrigger dead period or in the 83 ms phonon post-trigger
period, which is

2. Post-trigger pile-up cuts

Because the phonon pulses for the BLIP detectors are
considerably slower than the ionization pulses, events with
accidental additional hits on the ~ 80-msec time scale of the
phonon pulse could result in additional phonon energy without additional ionization energy on the shorter time scale of
the ionization pulse, potentially mimicking the signature of
nuclear recoils . To avoid contamination by these events , additional care is taken to reject detectors with evidence of
pile-up. Events with discernible pulses in the post-trigger
phonon digitization window (as evidenced by a second peak
in the pulse larger than the triggering peak) are rejected. To
reject accidental pile-up with small delays ( < 10 ms) that
may not result in a distinguishable second phonon pulse, we
also reject detectors with additional accidental ionization
triggers more than 50 µs before or more than 300 µs after

(8)
where R is the measured single-detector trigger rate . The
typical single-detector trigger rate is 0.33 Hz, so t:P= 0.97.
This result agrees well with the fractions of event s that pass
the cut, 0.96< Ep< 0.98 for the four detectors.
3. Trace-quality cuts

In order to ensure rejection of all events with pile-up, and
in order to discard pulses that may result in misestimated
energies, cuts are made on the pulse-shape x 2 value s. Pulseshape templates are formed to match the shapes of lowenergy pulses to ensure best energy resolution for such
events . At high energy, as shown in Fig. 18, pulse-shape
changes result in severe deviation of x 2 from its low-energy
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value. The slow rise away from the low-e nergy x 2 value is
due to minor pulse-shape nonlinearity as the energy is increased. The abrupt change at - I meY co incides with the
begin ning of dig itizer saturation. Furthermore , the x 2 distributions change on time scales of one to a few days, as the
phonon pulse shape changes due to thermal drift s. An automated emp irical approach is taken in defining the phonon-x 2
cut as a function of energy separately for each day of data
[34]. Figure 18 shows a typical cut determ ined by this automated technique.
The efficiency of the cut in each energy bin is estimated
simply as the fraction of eve nts that pass it. Although the cut
efficiency varies over time. the efficiency calculated from the
data set as a whole should correctly incorporate the variations. For exa mple. a period with a low cut efficiency is
weioh
ted acco rdinob to the total number of eve nts in the set
b
before the x 2 cut, which is proportiona l to the live time of
the period. providing the correct weighting. The prior cuts
remove extraordinary periods , so this procedure is valid. Furthermore. the assumption is conservative in that it can only
underestimate the efficiency. For examp le, if a trigge r outburst is left in the data set from which the efficiency is calculated, then it is overweighted becau se it has too many
events. The efficiency for such a period is lowe r than is
typical because of the higher noise. Thu s, the mean efficiency is decrease d by such a period.
The efficiency of the phonon-x 2 cut as a function of phonon energy is shown in Fig. 18. The efficiency has structure
that arises mainly from the fact that, at a few hundred ke V,
the x 2 distribution broadens and exhibits a tail. While the
shape of the efficiency function may appear strange , it is
correct-a more stringent cut is made at higher energy, giving a lower efficiency.
Because the ionization x 2 is well behaved, a cut on ionization x 2 is barely necessa ry. A very liberal cut is made,
accepti ng all eve nts that do not saturate the digitizers.
An addit ional trace-quality cut is made becau se lowenergy phonon-trigge r eve nts could in principle trigger so
late that the ionization pulse lies before the dow nloaded section of the digitized trace. Furthermore, for data from the
first part of the run, the ionization-search algorithm was allowed to fit a pulse with falling edge at the very beginning of
the dioitization window, typica lly resulting in a poor energy
b
.
.
.
estimat ion. Such even ts are reJected by cuttrng events wtth
ionization-pu lse start times too close to the beginning of the
digitizatio n window. The length of the ionization pretrigger
trace was increased from about 6 ms to 9 ms midway
through the data set; therefo re, two cut values are used:
- 5.5 ms for the 6 ms data and - 8 ms for the 9 ms data.
These two cut values are indicated in Fig. 19.
As is seen in Fig. 19, even with the cut at - 5.5 ms, a
sionificant
11L11nb
er of ion ization pulses should be missed
b
only for phonon energies Er < 8 keY . For this reaso n, although the efficiency of this cut is calculated, it has a small
effect for the analysis, which considers only events with recoil energies ER> 10 keY.
4. Veto-anticoincidence cut

For dark-m atter ana lysis, a cut is made to remove eve nts
coincident with activity in the veto. Because of the high veto
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FIG. 19. Top: " Ionization delay" vs phonon (1101 reco il) energy
for a random one-tenth of the data, showing the time walk of the
phonon trigge r. The ionization delay is the time of the ionization
pulse relative to trigger time, with negative values indicating the
ionization pulse occ urred before the trigger. The dashed and dotted
lines indicate the position of the ionization-de lay cut; the cut at
- 5.5 ms is used for data with 6 ms of pretrigger information and
the cut at - 8 ms for data with 9 ms of pretrigger information. Dark
(light) dots indicate events with ionization above (below) the
ionization- search threshold. Bottom: Efficiency of the cut vs phonon energy in the triggering detector.

rate R v= 6 kHz, narrow veto windows in time must be used
to minimize the rate of accidental coincidences . If an event's
oioba l triooer
is an ionization trigger, the veto-coincid ence
b
bb
window exte nds only before the trigger time, because an
ionization trigge r may occur only after the particle interaction that caused it. An ionization-trigger eve nt with any veto
hits in the 25 µ s before the detecto r trigger is considered
veto-co incident . This window size was determi ned by choosing the point where the distribution of last veto-trigger times
dev iates from the 7 = 150 µ s background exponential (see
Fig. 20). This exponentia l is due to background photons
emitted follow ing thermal-neutron capture on the polyethylene moderator.
For an event with a phonon trigge r but no ionization trigger, the veto-coincidence cut is different. As described in
106~--~---~--~--i---,,
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FIG. 20. Distribution of the last veto-trigger times for
ionization-trigge r eve nts for a random I0% of the data. The exponential background distribution has a slope corresponding to T
= 150 µ s (shown as dashes) . The 25-µs coincidence window is
indicated .
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FIG . 21. Distribution of the nearest veto-trigger times for
phonon -trigger event s, relati ve to the time of the ionization pulse,
for event s above the ionization- search thre shold. The width of the
peak is dominated by the uncertainty on the reconstructed time of
the ionization pulse. The exponential accidental distribution is
shown as dashes. The ::+::25-µ s coincidence window is indicated .

Sec. III A, a search · for a pulse in the ionization trace is
performed for phonon trigger s. If an ionization event is
found, its time can be compared to the veto-trigger history .
The uncertainty on the time of the ionization pulse makes it
necessary to search for the nearest veto hit not only before
the inferred time of the pulse, but also after it. The distribution of nearest veto-trigger times for phonon triggers with an
ionization pulse found is shown in Fig . 21. Based on the
points where the distribution deviate s from an exponential
accidental distribution , a cut window of :±:25 µs is set. For
phonon triggers without ionization , the uncertainty on the
event time is comparable to the average time between veto
events , making vetoing useless . Primarily for this reason , all
events without ionization pulses are discarded.
The efficiencies of the veto-anticoincidence cuts are determined by the fraction of random-triggered events that they
reject averaged over the course of the run . Using the randomtriggered events accurately takes into account variations in
veto rate over the course of the run. The resulting efficiencies, 87% for ionization triggers and 75% for phonon triggers with ionization found, agree with the measured average
veto-trigger rate Rv= 6 kHz. For ionization triggers ,
the probability that an accidental coincidence occurs is 1
yielding an efficiency of
X 25 µs)=0.13,
-exp(-6kHz
0.87. For phonon triggers with ionization found , the window
is :±:25 µs , giving an efficiency of 0.75.

"'-LWU.. ........~........~~......._....._._._.._.___,._,

FIG. 22. Histogram of phonon partition . The dashed lines indicate the acceptance region; events failing the cut are dominat ed by
interactions in the NTD thermistor s.

the rates in the other detectors ( 230 kg - 1 d- 1 as compar ed to
50 kg - 1 d- 1 for the other detectors). BLIP 3 was the prototype detector for these four BLIPs ; it suffered repeated processing steps during development of a new electrodefabrication method [34] , so its electrodes may have been
damaged during proce ssing . Moreover , exposure to an external 14C source recently found to be leaky appears to have
14
contaminated BLIP 3 's surface with C. For this reason.
BLIP 3 is discarded for dark-matter analy sis. BLIP 4 also
show s an elevated rate of low-yield event s contained in the
14
inner electrode , likely due to electrons emitted by the C
contaminant on BLIP 3. As shown in Fig . 23, there is good
separation between BLIP 4's low-yield band and the nuclearrecoil-acceptance region. Becau se of this good separation ,
BLIP 4 is included in the experiment 's fiducial volume along
with BLIP 5 and BLIP 6.
7. Fiducial -volume cut

As described in Sec. II A, the detectors have radially segmented electrodes to allow rejection of events due to parBLIP3:33/1462
- - BLIP4:4/ 542
·- ·- BLIP5:3/ 328

3

10

· · · · · BLIP6 : 6/ 425

5. Removal of thermistor-contained events

Particle interaction s may occur in the thermistors themselves, resulting in little or no ionization energy. The resulting phonon pulses in the two thermistors are very different
from crystal-interaction pulses. When fitted with a standard
pulse template , such event s result in extremely different
pulse heights P I and P 2 for the two thermistors. To reject
detectors with interactions in one or the other thermistor , a
cut reject s detectors with events for which l(P 1 -P 2 )/(P 1
+ P 2 ) I>0.2. As shown in Fig. 22, this cut results in a negligible loss of efficiency for events in the crystal.
6. Removal of BLIP 3

The rate of low-ionization-yield events in BLIP 3, the top
detector of the 4-detector stack, is significantly higher than

0

0.5

1

1.5

IonizationYield

FIG. 23. Distribution s of ioniz ation yield Y for vetoanticoincident single- scatter event s with recoil energies between
10-100 ke V, fully contained in the inner electrod e of BLIP 3 (solid
line), BLIP 4 (dashed line) , BLIP 5 (dotted-da shed line), or BLIP 6
(dotted line). BLIP 3's high event rate , particularly for yields
slightly too high to be nuclear recoils ( Y= 0.5) , indicates its co ntamination by a source of low-energ y electron s. Although BLIP 4
shows a high rate of event s with Y = 0.8 , its rate ju st above the
nuclear-recoil acceptance region is similar to that of BLIP 5 and
BLIP 6. The legend lists the number of event s that fall in the
nuclear-recoil acceptance region for each detector as a fraction of
the total number of event s in that detector.
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ticle s incident on the sides of the detectors, which are less
shield ed. The two electrodes result in three categories of
events . "Inner -electrode-contained " events have an innerelectrode signal greater than 4 u above the noise mean and
have an outer-electrode signal within ± 2u of the noise
mean. The strict requirement on the inner-electrode signal
ensures that events are not classified as inner-electrodecontained due to noise fluctuations. " Outer-electrodecontained" events have an inner -electrode signal less than
4 u above the noise mean and an outer-electrode signal
greater than 2u above the noise mean . Finally , "s haredelectrode" events have an inner-electrode signal greater than
4u above the noise mean, and an outer-electrode signal
greater than 2u above the noise mean. The shared-electrode
eve nts arise either due to interactions in the physical volume
near the break between the inner and outer electrodes, or due
to multiple scatter s under each electrode. Here , the noise
mean and standard deviation are given by the noise parameters calc ulated from random-trigger events on a day-by-day
basis.
The fraction of the detector volume accepted by the three
volume cuts is determined using the relative numbers of calibration neutrons passing each cut at high energy, where
thresholds have a reduced effect. The fractions averaged over
20-100 keV are 47%, 22 %, and 31% (with ±2% statistical
uncertainty) for the inner-electrode, shared-electrode , and
outer-electrode volumes, respectively.
Two stra ightfo rward corrections must be made. First, according to Monte Carlo simu lation of the neutron calibration
data, 9% of neutron s yielding 20-100 ke V recoil energy
scatter once under each electrode of a given detector , yielding a shared event. Second, the simulation shows that the
probability of a neutron interacting in the outer electrode is
14% higher than expected from the volume fraction, simply
due to self-shielding [55) (WIMPs of course interact too
weakly to show a shielding effect or to multiple scatter). The
results for the inner- , shared-, and outer-electrode fractions
are therefore 46 %, 19%, and 35 %. The inner electrode nominally contains 56 % of the detector volume, so these numbers
are consiste nt with the shared volume being geometrically
equally divided between the inner and outer electrodes, as
expected. Systematic uncertainty on the fiducial-volume
fractions, due to possible inaccuracie s in the Monte Carlo
simulation, is estimated at 3% [55]. At low energies, the
importance of thresholds makes the calculated fiducial volume more dependent on how ionization is shared between
the two electrodes for events in the shared volume. For this
reason, at low energies the uncertainty on the efficiencies of
the fiducial-volume cuts is ~ 10% .
Calibration and low-background data are used in order to
determine whether events in the outer electrode and events
shared between the two electrodes should be rejected. Histograms of ionization yield, show n in Fig. 24 , suggest that the
outer-electrode events should be discarded. The photon calibration indicate s that the photon misidentification is ~ 50
times higher for outer-electrode events than for innerelectrode or shared events. Beyond this, the much flatter Y
distributions for the outer-electrode data indicate that , though
the outer-electrode electron rate is not significantly different

Photon Calibration
Inner: 2/!0272
- - Shared: l/6897
Outer: 104/9892
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FIG. 24. Histogram s of ionization yield Y for interactions with
10 keV < ER< JOOkeV in BLIP 4, 5 or 6 in (a) photon-calibration
data and (b) veto-anticoincident low-backgro und data . The vertical
lines indicate the maximum position of the nuclear-recoilacceptance region for any energy or detector. The legend gives the
number of events in the nuclear-recoil- acceptance region as a fraction of the total number of events ; the former number is determined
using the fully energy-dependent acceptance region, not just the line
shown in the plots. The high fraction of outer-electrode photoncalibration events in the nuclear-recoil acceptance region , together
with the high fraction of low-background events with yields slightly
too high to be nuclear recoils ( Y = 0.5) , indicates the outer electrode's poor discrimination against electron contamination. Four
(27) of the shared-electrode (outer-electrode ) events in the nuclearrecoil acceptance region, and 191 (31 0) of the events overall, occurred during the 4-V-bias section of the data.

from the rates seen for the inner-electrode and shared cuts,
the electron-misidentification fraction is likely to be much
worse.
There appears to be no reaso n to discard the sharedelectrode data from most of the run. As shown in Sec. IV D ,
the shared-electrode electron - and photon-background rates
are not significantly higher than for the inner-electrode data
set. The photon -calibration data set indicates that the photonand electron-misidentification fractions for the shared region
are no worse than for the inner-electrode region. The Y histograms for the background data corroborate this point. Because both the rates and the misidentification fractions of
photons and electrons are not too different for the two regions , the expected rate of misidentified photon s and electrons in the two regions should be about the same.
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FIG . 25. Nuclear-recoil-line data points and fits for the April
(circles and solid curves) and September ( X' s and dashed curves)
neutron calibrations . For BLIP 5 in particular, the two nuclear-recoil
lines are clearly shifted relatively to each other.

However, for a short part of the run, the charge electrodes
were biased at 4 V, as opposed to the 6 V bias used for the
rest of the run and for all the calibration data . As shown in
Sec. IV C 10, veto-coincident data indicate the possibility of
worse contamination for the 4 V shared-electrode data than
for the 6 V shared-electrode data . For this reason , the 4 V
shared-electrode data are discarded.
The original WIMP-search analysis of this data used only
events with at least one detector hit fully contained in the
inner electrode [18]. For the current analysis, we include all
events with any ionization energy in an inner electrode (both
"inner-electrode-contained" and "shared" events), excepting
the 4 V shared-electrode data . We will call these events
"QIS" events. We will also show how the results would
change if we enforced the stricter requirement that all events
be "QI" events, fully contained in the inner electrode. We
will use " QS " as a shorthand for the shared events.
8. Nuclear-recoil cut

To determine the position of the nuclear-recoil-acceptance
region in ionization yield as a function of recoil energy, two
neutron calibrations were performed during the 1999 run :
one in April , approximately midway through the run, and a
second in September , at the end of the run.
The timing of the first neutron calibration was fortunate ,
as it occurred on April 2, one day before a Stanford-wide
power outage that damaged the electronics chain, introducing a nonlinearity in the ionization-energy response. An empirical linearization corrects the nonlinearity using the welldefined band of bulk electron recoils provided by the singlescatter veto-coincident photon data [34]. In spite of this
linearization , the nuclear-recoil acceptance region shifts between the pre- and post-April 3 data sets. This shift is apparent in both the veto-coincident-neutron data and the second
neutron calibration. To account for this shift, the nuclearrecoil band is defined separately for data before and after the
power outage, based on the two neutron calibrations. Figure
25 shows the power-law functions Y NR= c E~ that best fit the
center of the nuclear-recoil band for the two neutron calibra-

tions . The observed one-standard-deviation width a-NRof the
nuclear-recoil band is also parametrized as a function of recoil energy: a- R=aER+b. Gaus sian distribution s describe d
by these parameters provide excellent fits to the distribution s
in Y of the neutron-calibration events.
A nominal 90% acceptance band (chosen before datataking began) is given by a region that extends from
Y maxl .280- R above to Y min3a-R below the fit Y R. For recoil energies below ~ 10 keV , the band is truncated from
below at the ionization yield Y min=Qmi1,IER corresponding to
the ionization-search threshold Qmin. The nuclear-recoil efficiency t: R may therefore be calculated for any recoil energy ER:

(9)
It is also possible to calculate the nuclear -reco il efficiency
empirically. A wide " cleaning cut" encloses the neutron
band and excludes events that are clearly not neutron s. This
cut results in a sample dominated by neutron s, except at low
energies, where it also accepts ionization-noise events. Not
all ionization-noi se events are neutron s, so the "raw" number of nuclear recoils is overestimated and the efficiency underestimated at energies where ionization-noise events may
fall in the nuclear-recoil acceptance region ( < 10 keV). The
data are binned in recoil energy, and the fraction of events
accepted in each recoil-energy bin is calculated. The empirical efficiency matches the nominal efficiency well at high
energies where it should; 88% of events passing the cleaning
cut fall within the nominal 90% acceptance region . The small
difference between the empirical efficiency and the nomin al
one gives an estimate of the systematic error on this efficiency.
In order to calculate the efficiency of the nuclear-r ecoil
cut for the low-background data, changes in ionization noise
with time (which dominate changes in phonon noise) must
be taken into consideration. An increase in ionization noise
results in a higher ionization-search thre shold , effectively reducing the nuclear-recoil cut efficiency at low energies
where the threshold cuts into the nuclear-recoil acceptance
region. More significantly , higher ionization noise make s
nuclear recoil s at all energies more likely to spill out of the
nuclear-recoil acceptance region. For the beginning of the
run , when ionization noise was worst, this latter effect reduces the efficiency by ~ 20% . Both effects are includ ed
when calculating the expected nuclear-recoil cut efficiency
on a day-by-day basis. Also taken into account is the fact that
data for part of the run was taken with 4-volt ionization bias,
while most of the data used a 6-volt bias, for which ionization noise is more significant.
9. Combining efficiencies

For single-scattering events (such as those caused by
WIMPs) , combining the above efficiencies to determine the
overall efficiency is straightforward. The time variation of
efficiencies other than the nuclear-recoil efficiency is ge nerally small and does not appear correlated with the variation
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FIG. 26. Observed and simulated recoil-energy spectra, coadded
over all four detectors, with no free parameters , for (a) the first
neutron calibration , and (b) the seco nd neutron calibration. Solid
lines: observed spectra. Dashed lines: simulated, with efficiency
corrections applied. The upper spectra are for all QIS nuclear recoils, while the lower, shaded spectra are for all QI nuclear recoils.
These same curves , on a logarithmic scale, are shown below in Fig.
39.

of other efficiencies. Therefore , the product of the individual
efficiencies yields the total efficiency for each detector . The
systematic error due to making the assumption that efficiencies are uncorrelated in time should be < 5 % . For multiplescatteri ng events , however , care must be taken because some
cut efficiencies for different detectors are corre lated for individual events. The x 2 -cut efficiency exhibits no correlations
because its energy dependence is dominated by the individual detector noise and pulse-shape characteristics. The
nuclear-recoil-cut efficiencies are also uncorrelated , aside
from corre lations introduced by real physic s; e.g., multiple
scattering of a neutron. The energy-independent data-qualitycut efficiencies, however , are correlated. An example case of
how data-quality cuts introduce correlations is post-trigger
pileup. When a detector has post-trigger pileup, its neighbor
has a higher-than-random chance of also having post-trigger
pileup because the neighbor may be hit by the same particle
or by particles produced by the same incident muon or highenergy photon. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate a matrix of the joint data-quality-cut efficiencies, with the probabilities of detectors passing cuts depending on the number
of detectors that triggered. These efficiencies are calculated
directly from the data.
10. Checks of cut efficiencies

The absolute accuracy of the efficiency calculation can be
checked using the neutron calibration. Such a check relies on
the accuracy of the neutron Monte Carlo simulation ; insofar
as the simulation may be less accurate than the calculated
efficiencies, this comparison yields only a rough upper limit
on the systematic error of the efficiencies. The observed and
simulated spectra for the two neutron-calibration data sets
are shown in Fig. 26. There are no free parameters in the
comparison; the simulation normalization is set by the source
activity and the efficiencies calculated from the data. For
both calibrations, the simulated spectra are about 10% high
at low energies , and are about 50% high at high energies.
Moreover, although the low-energy cut efficiencies for the
two calibrations are significantly different , both spectra are
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FIG. 27. Muon-coincident-neutron recoil-energy spectra , coadded over BLIPs 4-6, for the entire run, with no free parameters.
Solid: observed spectra. Dashed: simulated. The upper spectrum is
for QIS nuclear reco ils, while the lower, shaded spectrum is for QI
nuclear recoils. These same curves , on a logarithmic scale, are
shown below in Fig. 39.

reproduced by the simulation with similar relative errors after application of the cut efficiencies. For both calibrations,
the fraction of events classified as QI is underestimated at
low energy, owing to the conservative model that describes
how ionization is shared between the two electrodes.
The accuracy of the nuclear-recoil efficiency can also be
checked by comparing the simulated and observed spectra
for muon-coincident neutrons . As discussed in Sec. II E,
these neutron s are produced by muons that interact in the
copper cans of the cryostat or in the internal lead shield after
passing through the veto. This data set offers the advantage
that it is acquired at the same time as the WIMP-search data
set, and thus the efficiencies are exactly the same, with the
exception that no veto-anticoincidence cut is applied. Figure
27 shows the simulated and observed muon-coincidentneutron spectra for the same energy cuts and event categories
as shown for the neutron-calibration data. Similar to the
neutron-calibration data, predicted spectra are slightly harder
than observed spectra, with simulated spectra about I 0%
high at low energies, and about 40% high at high energies,
presumably dominated by inaccuracie s in the Monte Carlo
simulations.
The stability of the nuclear-recoil acceptance over time is
checked by Fig. 28, which shows the rates of muoncoincident nuclear-recoil candidates, coadded over the three
good detector s, as a function of time in blocks of approximately 5 live days. The rate of shared-electrode candidates is
much higher for the data at 4-V ionization bias, which corresponds to the second and third bins in the plot. This evidence of likely contamination for the 4-V data , combined
with further evidence of worse contamination in detector
BLIP 3 and in the outer-electrode data during this time period , leads us to discard the 4-V shared-electrode data from
the dark-matter analysis. The rates of the single-scatter
(multiple- scatter) candidates are otherwise stable to 10%
(20% ), consistent with statistical fluctuations. In particular,
the rates show no statisticaJly significant change at either the
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level. Such accuracy is more than sufficient because the statistical uncertainties are considerably larger.
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FIG. 28. Rates of muon-coincident single-scatter (upper data)
and multiple- scatter (lower data) neutron candidates vs time, coadded over BLIPs 4-6 , for recoil energies between 10-100 keY. Each
bin corresponds to approximately 5 live days. Statistical uncertainties are shown as error bars. The x2 and degrees of freedom of the
data relative to the mean (dashes) calculated from the data are
shown as a fraction in the legend. (a) Events with at least one hit
fully contained in the inner electrode. (b) Events with at least one
hit with any energy in the inner electrode (QIS events). The increased number of veto-coincident shared-electrode events passing
the nuclear-recoil cut during data taken with 4-Y ionization bias
(second and third bins) is consistent with other evidence leading to
the discarding of the 4-V shared-electrode data set from dark-matter
analysis.

April 3 power outage or the refrigerator warmup/cooldown
cycle in June ; these events occurred at roughly 29 and 65
raw live days, respectively .
Overall, the checks of the various cut efficiencies suggest
that the efficiencies are accurate and stable at about the 10%
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At the experiment's current shallow site, most events are
induced by muons and tagged by the muon veto. The observed electromagnetic backgrounds coincident and anticoincident with the veto are 60 kev - 1 kg - 1 d- 1 and
2 kev - 1 kg - 1 d- 1. Recoil-energy spectra for the vetocoincident data are shown in Figs. 29 and 30. Events with
ionization yields consistent with bulk electron recoils are histogrammed as photons, while events with ionization yields
inconsistent with bulk electron recoils and nuclear recoils are
histogrammed as electrons. The relative single- and doublescatter rates reflect the geometry ; BLIP s 3 and 6, the detectors on the top and bottom of the stack, exhibit lower doublescatter photon fractions than BLIP s 4 and 5, the detectors
with two nearest neighbor s. Also, compared to the vetoanticoincident data, the electron double- scatter fractions are
quite high, indicating most veto-coincident electrons are produced in showers or are ejected from the detectors and surroundings . The photon spectrum incident on the detector s is
expected to decrease with decreasing energy at low energy
due to the presence of many shielding layers . The sharedelectrode events reflect the incident spectrum because internal multiple scatters are included in this set, increasing the
number of events with the full photon energy deposited in
the detector. In contrast, the spectrum of inner-electrodecontained photons increase s with decreasing energy at low
energy, as expected from the fact that such events are dominated by Compton scattering of high-energy photons.
The dominant muon-anticoincident electromagnetic background is due to natural radioactivity , long-lived cosmogenic
activation, or possibly thermal-neutron activation. For the
data set described here, the veto efficiency for muons that
pass through the detectors was > 99.9%. The muon-induc ed
veto-anticoincident
event rate is therefore
< 0. 1
ke v - 1 kg- 1 d- 1, far less than the observed total anticoincident rate of - 1 kev - 1 kg- 1 d- 1 (see Figs. 31 and 32). Attempts to simulate this radioactivity-induced backgroun d
level, assuming reasonable amounts of radioisotopes in the
construction materials, have thus far failed to yield a rate as
high as that observed. Becau se the energy of - MeV photons is rarely fully contained in these low-mass detector s,
high-energy spectral lines that could otherwise be used to
determine the abundance of particular radioactive contaminants are not visible, as shown in Fig. 33.
The rate of a particles interacting in the detectors is about
0.8 per live day per detector, and about 0.2 per live day in the
fiducial volume of each detector. No evidence of a decays in
the bulk of the detectors is seen, consistent with expectations
based on the purity of the materials. Because a particles
result in high-energy depositions , well above the energy region of a potential WIMP signal, they do not provide a significant background for the WIMP search. The recoiling nuclei from a decays may result in low-energy events. We have
tagged several such events by each one's coincidence with an
a particle in an adjacent detector. Because the recoiling nu-
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FIG. 29. Recoil-energy spectra for veto-coincident innerelectrode contained events. Dark solid line: single-scatter photons.
Dark dashed line: single-scatter electrons. Light solid line: photons
belonging to double scatters. Light dashed line: electrons belonging
to double scatters.
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distinct band at Y- 0.75, leaking into the nuclear-recoil acceptance region below 10 ke V. Between 10 and 100 ke V, 23
QIS ( 13 QI) unvetoed nuclear-recoil candidates are observed ,
corresponding to 15.8 (11.9) kg d exposure. Figure 35 displays the recoil-energy spectrum of unvetoed single-scatter
nuclear-recoil candidates for the Ge data set, along with the
overall efficiency.
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FIG. 30. Recoil•energ y spectra for veto•coincident
electrode events. The legend is as in Fig. 29.

shared•

clei interact in the detector 's dead layer, they result in little or
no ionization and hence yield events outside the nuclear•
recoil acceptance region.
1. Muon-anticoincident nuclear recoils

Figure 34 shows plots of ionization yield vs recoil energy
for the muon·anticoincident events triggering on any single
detector (the WIMP multiple-scatter rate is negligible ). Bulle
electron recoil s (primarily due to photon interactions) lie at
ionization yield Y= I. Low-energy electron events form a
BLIP3

BLIPS
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2. Expected nuclear-recoil-band contamination
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FIG . 3 1. Single-scatter photon and electron recoil-energy spec•
tra for veto-anticoincident inner·electrode•contained events. Solid
line: photons. Dashed line : electron s.

The observed photon and electron event rates can be combined with the photon- and electron-calibration data to set
upper limits on the expected number s of misidentified singlescatter photons and electrons in the low-background set. As
shown in Table II, photon misidentification should contribute
a negligible number of nuclear-recoil candidates. The estimate on the amount of electron misidentification is not
nearly so useful , for two reason s. First, the electron calibration is statistics-limited: even if no nuclear-recoil candidate s
had been seen in the electron calibration , the 90% C.L. upper
limits would still be non-negligible. Second, the two
electron-calibration event s with both hits in the nuclearrecoil acceptance region (see Fig. 36) may well be multiplescatter neutrons (about one multiple- scatter neutron is expected in this data set). However , to be conservative , Table II
lists these events as misidentified electrons. With this conservative assumption and low statistics, it is possible for all of
the low-backgro und nuclear-recoil-candidate events to be
misidentified electrons . However , the most likely number of
misidentified electrons , even with this conservative assumption, is only about 6 QIS (3.6 QI) events. Most of the singlescatter nuclear-recoil candidate s are probably nuclear-recoil
event s.
3. Consistency tests

The self-consistency of the hypothesis that the nuclearrecoil candidates are all veto-anticoincident nuclear recoils is
tested by comparing the distributions of various event parameters to their expected distributions using the
Kolmogorov-Srnirnov (KS) test (see [53] or [56]).
Figure 37 shows the cumulative distribution of the last
veto-trigger times for the 20 QIS ( IO QI) ionization-trigger
nuclear-recoil candidates (three of the nuclear-recoil candidate s are phonon-trigger event s). These times should follow
an exponential distribution if the veto-trigger times are uncorrelated with the event times . The KS test indicates that
42 % (55%) of experiments should observe distributions that
deviate further from the expected exponential distribution for
the QIS (QI) events.
It is also possible to test the time distribution of the
events. The integrated exposure , the number of kg days of
data taken up to the time of an event, takes into account the
cut efficiencies and the number s of detectors that were live
for each event. Any unvetoable set of events (such as those
due to WIMPs ) should be uniformly distributed in expo sure.
For events caused by cosmic-ray muons that avoid being
vetoed due to the small residual veto inefficiency, the time
dependence of the veto efficiency must be included in the
calculation of the expected fraction of events observed as a
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veto probability is directly proportional to the veto probability for muons, the KS test indicate s that 30% (82%) of experiments should observe distribution s that deviate further
from the expected distribution. The time distribution of the
events agrees with expectations under each of these hypoth eses.
The distribution in ionization yield of the nuclear recoil s
can be compared to the expected distribution. The normalized deviation, Y*, is defined by
BLIP6

(10)

FIG. 32. Single-scatter photon and electron recoil-energy spectra for veto-anticoincident shared-electrode events . Solid line : photons. Da shed line : electrons .

function of the cumulative exposure. For events caused by
particles much less likely to be vetoed (such as neutrons
produced outside the veto), the time dependence of the veto
efficiency is likely negligible. The KS test indicates 51 %
(60%) of experiments should observe distributions that deviate further from the distribution expected for QIS (QI) events
for a constant veto efficiency. For QIS (QI) events whose

where Y NR(ER) is the expected ionization yield of a nuclear
recoil and o-NR(ER)is the standard deviation of Y for nuclear
recoils, both functions of ER. The usefu lness of Y* is that it
puts nuclear recoils at different ER on the same footing. In
the absence of cuts in Y defining the acceptance region , the
expected distribution is a simple Gaussian with mean µ = 0
and standard deviation a-= 1. The ionization-thre shold cut
that defines the nuclear-recoil band truncates the distribution
in an ER-dependent manner that is calculated for each of the
23 QIS (13 QI) single-scatter nuclear recoils. Figure 37(c)
show s the expected and actual distributions. The KS test indicates that 76 % (77%) of experiments should observe distributions that deviate further from the expected distribution.
This level of agreeme nt is important becau se misidentified
electron events would be expected to have a distribution either flat in Y or weighted toward high Y.
The single-scatter nuclear-recoil candidate events are consistent in every way with being nuclear recoils, and the expected contamination from misidentification is only a few
events, even under the conservative assumption that there are
Inner-Electrode-Contained
1.5 •.•:
(a)

Shared-Electrode
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FIG. 33. Spectra for veto-anticoincident events with no other
cuts applied, showing the sum of the ionization electron-equivalent
energy in all four detectors . Bin widths are log arithmic and roughly
correspond to the energy resolution at high energies. Significant
spectral line s at I 0.4 ke V (fro m internal Ga) , at 67 ke V (from
73
"'Ge), and at 511 keV (from positron annihilation) are indicated .
The line at 46 keV (from 210 Pb) is significant only when a cut
se lectin g events in the outer electrode is applied. See also Fig. 13.
The rate of events above the 2.6 MeV end point of Uffh is much
lower than the rate below this energy, sugge sting that a significant
fraction of the lower-energy events are due to Uffh contam ination.
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FIG. 34. Ionization yield (Y) vs recoil energy for vetoanticoincident single scatte rs in the 3 uncontaminated Ge detector s.
Solid curve: expected position of nucle ar recoils . Dashed curves:
mean nomjnal 90 % nuclear-recoil acceptance region. Dashed line:
10 keV analysis threshold . Dotted-da shed cur ve: mean threshold for
separat ion of ioni zatio n sig nal from amplifie r noise. Circled points:
nuclear recoils. (a) Events with energy fully conta ined in the detectors ' inner electrodes. (b) Events with energy shared between the
dete ctors' inner and outer electrodes. The presence of 2 uncircled
events within the me an nuclear-recoil band is due to slight differences in the size of the band for different detectors. About half the
3 QI (4 QS) events just above the accep tance region are likely to be
nuclear recoils , since the top of the nucle ar- recoil band is I .28u
above its center, yielding 90% acce ptance.
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FIG. 35. Histogram of inner-electrode-contained (solid) and
shared-electrode (dashed) veto-anticoincident single-scatter nuclear
recoils observed in the 3 uncontaminated Ge detectors (left-hand
scale). The nuclear-recoil efficiencies (right-hand scale) for the QI
(da hed) and QIS (dotted) data are each peak normalized to I; with
this normalization, the QIS data corresponds to 0.26 kg effective
mass, and the QI data corresponds to 0.20 kg effective mass.
Shaded: 10 keY analysis threshold.
no neutro ns in the elec tro n-ca libr ation data se t. It there fore
appea rs th at the nucl ea r-r eco il ca ndid ates are mos tly, if not
entirely, actu al nucl ea r-reco il eve nts. In order to set a con servative upp er limit on the num be r of WIMP s in the data set,
we will ass um e th at all these nucl ear -rec oil ca ndid ates are
nuclea r-reco il eve nts.

TABLE II. Yeto-anticoincident inner-electrode and sharedelectrode single-scatter photon and electron misidentification estimates. The first two columns list the numbers of properly identified
calibration events Nc and calibration events misidentified as nuclear
recoils N 1 in BLIPs 4 -6 (BLIPs 3-4 ) for the photon-calibration
(electron-calibration) data sets. The third column lists the number of
single-scatter background events Nb in the given data set and energy range. The final two columns list the resulting expected number of events misidentified as nuclear recoils (µ 1) as well as the
Bayesian 90% C.L. upper limit µ 1,90 on this quantity. The expected
misidentification for the full energy range need not be equal to the
sum of the expected misidentification for the two smaller energy
ranges.
Event set
N,
NC
Inner-electrode-contained photons

Nb

(µ ,)

µ 1.90

10- 30 keY
30- 100 keY
10- 100 keY

2
0
2

490
498
988

0.2
0.0
0.2

0.6
0.2
0.5

0

172
508
680

0.0
0. 1
0. 1

0.2
0.4
0.4

2
0
2

101
180
28 1

2.1
0.0
3.6

5.9
7.0
9.7

I
0

31
78
109

1.3
0.0
2.5

5.8
9.7
10.3

466 1
5609
10270

Shared-electrode photons
10-3 0 keY
30- 100 keY
10- 100 keY

2430
4466
6896

Inner-electrode-contained electrons
V. ESTIMATE OF NEUTRON BACKGROUND

As desc rib ed in Sec . II E, a significa nt un ve toed neutr on
backgro und is ex pec ted du e to neutr ons produ ce d outside the
muo n ve to by high-e nergy ph otonu clea r and hadronic
shower processes indu ce d by cos mic- ray mu ons. The expecte d produ ctio n spectrum
6.05 ex p(- £ /7 7 MeY) dE,
dN( E )o:.
{ ex p( - £/2 50 M eV) dE ,

£ < 200 M eY ,

10- 30 keY
30- 100 keY
10- 100 keY

95
61
156

Shared-electrode electrons
10-3 0 keY
30- 100 keY
10- 100 keY

23
20
43

£ > 200 M eV ,
(1 1)

is show n in the top gra ph of Fi g . 38. The spec trum is base d
on a co mpil ation of meas ureme nts show n in Fi g. 4 of [51],
whose auth or s note that " the spec tra do not depend on the
project ile ( 1r,p ,n , y ) and its energy prov ided the latter is
greate r than 2 Ge Y." Hen ce, thi s single two- co mp onent spec trum is used for the high-energy ph otonucl ear and hadroni c
showe r proce sse s. Th e produ ction rate of 4 kg - 1 d - 1, which
would yie ld an integra l flux of these neutron s into the tunn el
of 2 X 10- 6 cm - 2 s- 1, is quit e unce rtain ; the tru e produ ction
rate and flux co uld be as mu ch as two tim es large r or smaller.
Monte Carlo simul ations of the C DMS ex perim ent indic ate
that - 40 % of these ex ternally produ ce d neutron s are tagge d
as mu on co incident du e to their interacti ons in the ve to scintillators. Howeve r, additi onal un ce rtaint y arises beca use an
unkn ow n frac tion of the hadroni c showers assoc iated with
neutro n pro du ction may also tri gge r the ve to. Furtherm ore,
the energy spec trum may diff er so mewh at from that give n in
Eq. (11) due to co ntributi ons from proj ec til es w ith en ergies
< 2 GeY/ c - 2 . Due to these unce rtainti es in both the rate and
the energy spec trum , no qu antiti es that depend signific antl y

on the neutron producti on spectrum should be con sider ed
reliable fo r neutron back ground estim ation.
Fortun ately, the low-e nergy spectrum of neutron s incident
on the detec tors due to these high-ener gy ex ternal neutron s
does not depend significa nt ly on the details of the producti on
spectrum. Th e low-en ergy part of the incident spectrum ,
made up of second ary and terti ary neutron s, is evaporati ve,
ju st lik e the spec trum of low-e nergy neutron s resultin g fro m
nega tive muon ca ptur e [57]. For thi s reaso n, the incident
pectrum du e to extern al neutron s (sho wn in Fig. 38) is esse ntiall y the same at low energies ( < 5 MeY) as that due to
the veto-co incident , " internal" neutron s which , as expl ained
in Sec. II E, arise fro m nega tive muon ca pture and lowenergy ph otonucl ear inte rac tions of mu ons within the shield .
Whil e the internal neutro n spec trum is taken fro m the literatur e [33,58], the incid ent spectrum du e to high-ener gy external neutron s is obtain ed by simulatin g the propa gation and
showerin g of the se neutron s within the shield. Go od ag reement at low energy betwee n the two spec tra indi cates that
seco nd ary produ ction is well simul ated . Studie s of simul ations confirm that the spec trum of seco ndaries at the detec-
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FIG. 36. BLIP 4 ionization yield vs BLIP 3 ionization yield for
events ( X' s) used as the electron-calibration data set. This set consists of all veto-anticoincident double-scatter events in BLIP 3 and
BLIP 4 with both hits between I0-100 ke V, at least one QIS hit,
and no hit that appears as a bulk electron recoil ( Y ~ I). Events
with one or more apparent bulk electron recoils that fulfill all other
criteria are shown as dots . Two events (circled) pass nuclear-recoil
cuts for both BLIP 3 and BLIP 4. Based on the expected neutron
background , about one double-scatter neutron should be in this data
set. The large separation from the main distribution of the two
events tagged as nuclear recoils in both BLIP 3 and BLIP 4 suggests
they are, in fact, neutron s; in the analysis , they are conservatively
assumed to be misidentified electrons.

tors is largely insensitive to features in the primary spectrum
[55]. The spectral shape of primaries affects only the abso lute rate and the high-energy tail ( :c:5 Me V) of the incident
energy spectrum of the secondary neutrons .
The detector recoil-energy spectra in the range of interest
( < 100 keV) are dominated by interactions with low-energy
neutrons ( :5 5 Me V) due to simple kinematics and the suppression of neutron cross sections at high energy. Therefore,
the expected recoil-energy spectra below 100 keV due to
external and internal neutrons are almost identical in shape ,
as shown in Fig. 38. The predicted spectral shape of all neutron interactions is therefore insensitive to the relative numbers of interactions arising from neutrons that originate internally versus externally. Other normalization-independent
predictions include the fraction of neutrons that scatter in
multiple detectors, and the relative rates of neutron interac tions in Ge and Si. These results are also nearly independent
of the primary neutron spectrum and are almost the same for
internal and external neutrons. Only these normalizationindependent quantities are used to estimate the neutron background in the low-background data .
Comparison of Monte Carlo results with the calibration
and internally produced neutron data sets provides checks of
the accuracy of the neutron simulations, particularly for these
normalization-independent quantities, as well as checks of
the efficiency calculations described in Sec. IV C 10. As discussed in Sec. IV C 9, calculation of the efficiency for
multiple-scatter events is nontrivial due to correlations in the
cuts for detector combinations. Estimates of the systematic
uncertainty of these efficiency calculations combine to give

I

()

- 3 - 2 -I

.

0

y

FIG. 37. Comparisons of expected integral distribution s (curves)
to actual integral distributions for veto-anticoincident QIS ( x 's)
and QI (circles ) nuclear-recoil candidate s. (a) The last veto-trigger
time for ionization triggers. (b) Exposure fraction. The dark lines
show the expectations if the rate of event s should be uncorrelated
with changes in veto efficiency with time, while the gray curves
indicate the expect ations if the rate of event s should be linearly
correlated with changes in the veto efficiency . (c) Single- scatter Y *
distributions. (d) Multiple-scatter Y * distribution s. As quantified in
the text , all distribution s are consistent with expectation s.

an overall systematic uncertainty of 8% on the expected
measured fraction of neutron interactions that are identified
as multiple scatters. These uncertainties are due primarily to
the 10% uncertainty on the fiducial-volume efficiency at low
energies (which results in a 5% uncertainty on the expected
fraction of neutrons identified as multiple scatters ), and a
possible 5% uncertainty on the correlated efficiencie s discussed in Sec. IV C 9.
Studies of the Monte Carlo simulation, including comparisons to standard cross sections and to result s from
GEANT4 simulations , indicate that inaccuracies in the Monte
Carlo simulation should not cau se an error on the predicted
neutron multiple-scatter fraction larger than 10%. In particular, a negligible error should result from the fact that the
simulation ignores the possibility that an external neutron
may be accompanied by other external neutrons from the
same shower. Using an approximate muon energy spectrum
[59] and muon ionization loss [60], along with result s of a
calculation of neutron yield and multiplicity distribution per
muon [61] , we find that a neutron generated at SUF depth by
a muon with energy > 10 GeV is accompanied on average
by only 10 other neutrons in the same shower . Thi s average
is not very sensitive to the low-energy cutoff in muon energ y.
Because our Monte Carlo simulation shows that external
neutrons reaching the experimental shielding have only a
10- 4 probability of hitting a detector, the neutron production
multiplicity has a negligible effect on the probabilit y of detecting multiple scatters . Furthermore , a simple calculation
assuming an isotropic neutron flux, isotropic elastic scattering, and an appropriate interaction cross section, verifie s the
multiple-scatter fractions predicted by the Monte Carl o simulation for the simp le case of the neutron calibration . Combining the uncertainty on the efficiencie s with the poss ible
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of ~ 10 keV in neighbor ing detectors, potentially maki ng
electron-reco il events indistinguishable fro m neutroninduced eve nts. These problems, co mbined with the fact that
the production of the muon-induced particles other than neutrons is not as yet simul ated, results in a 20% systematic
uncertainty on the measured rate of veto-co incident neutrons,
and a 20% systematic uncertainty on the meas ured fraction
of neutron that multipl y scatter.
Table IV lists the overa ll scale facto rs by which the simulated spectra must be sca led to match the data. Co mparisons
of the ratios of single-sca tter eve nts to multipl e-scatter eve nts
for the calibration and internally produced neutron s provide
checks of the accuracy of the prediction of the same ratio for
veto-antico incident neutrons. For each data set, the ratios
agree with those predi cted to within the co mbined sys tematic
and statistical uncert ainties. The good agreement betwee n
data and the results of the Monte Carlo simul ation s build s
confidence in the predictive power of using normalizationindependent results of the Monte Car lo simulation for estimating the external neutron backgro und. The predicted ratios
of the differe nt classes of neutron events, together with the
observed numb er of Ge multipl e-scatter neutron s and the
numb er of neutron eve nts in the Si detector, should provide a
dependable estimate of the expected numb er of neutron
single scatters in the Ge data set.

103

A. Ge multiple-scatter data set

FIG . 38. Top: Arb itrarily nor malized expected production spectra of interna l (da shed curve) and exte rnal (solid curve) neutrons.
Th e resulting simu lated spectru m of external neutrons after propagatin g thro ugh the tunnel rock (gray solid curve) is cut-off arti ficially at 10 MeV. Neutrons below this energy are unimp ortant because a neg ligible numb er of lowe r-energy neutrons penetrate the
experiment 's shielding. Midd le: Ex pected spectra of internal and
external neutro ns incident on the detec tors. Below about 4 MeV, the
two spectral shapes match closely. Bottom: Resultin g simul ated
reco il-energy spectra in Ge for both internal and external neutro ns.
Note that an incident neutron ca n impart at most I/1 8 of its energy
to Ge in a single elastic scatter. Despite the extremely different
producti on spectra of the primary neutrons, the reco il-energy spectra below I00 ke V are near ly ide ntica l, as exp lained in the text.

systematic error of the Monte Carlo simulation results in an
overall systematic uncertainty on this frac tion of 13%.
Based on the neutron simul ations, Table III show s the
expected neutron- backgro und rates. The simul ated and observed multipl e-scatter-neutro n spectra are show n in Fig. 39.
All reco ils of a multipl e-scatter eve nt are requir ed to be between 10 and l 00 ke V for the eve nt to pass cuts. Eac h histogram is filled for eac h recoi l of a multipl e-scatter eve nt;
e.g., a double scatter adds two entries to the histogra m. For
the neutro n calibrations, the simulation predicts a 20%
higher overall rate than is observed, along with a slightly
harder energy spectrum than is observed. For the vetocoi ncident neutrons, co mparisons are hampered by the fact
that the fract ion of neutrons co incident with other muoninduced particles is unknow n. Acc urate meas urement of the
rate of these co incidences is co mplicated by the fact that
interact ions of severa l MeV in one detector produce crosstalk

Figure 40 displays a scatter plot of ionization yields in
one detector versus those in another for low-backgro und
multipl e scatters. The four Ge multipl e-sca tter nuclear- reco il
candid ates should all be multipl e-scatter neutrons. WIMP s
interac t too weakly to multipl y scatter. It is also highly unlikely that these events are misidentified low-e nergy electron
eve nts. Figures 34 and 40 demonstrate exce llent separa tion
of low-e nergy electron eve nts fro m nuclear recoils. As
show n in Fig. 37(d), the multipl e-scatter nuclear-recoil ca ndid ates have Y * values consistent with those expected for
nuclear reco ils (a KS test indicates 9% of experiments should
result in a distributi on less similar to expectations). Finally,
three of the eve nts have both hits with energy in the inner
electrode, co nsistent with expectations for neutrons. If these
eve nts were due to misidentification of electron -induced
eve nts, more hits would likely be in the outer electrode since
misidentification occurs much more ofte n for hits in the outer
electrode, as show n in Fig. 24 .
The expected numb er of misidentified multipl e-scatte r
electron reco ils may be estimated quantitatively. As described above , BLIP 3 and BLIP 4 multipl e scatters with too
little ionization in both BLIP 3 and BLIP 4 to be photons
may be used as a low-statistics electro n calibration. Of the
2 16 hits tagge d as electrons (or neutrons) in BLIP 3 or BLIP
4, only 4 pass the nuclear- reco il cut, so the expected fraction
of electron misidentification {313= 4/2 16 under the co nservative assumpti on that none of the hits are neutrons. In using
the electron calibration to estimate the numb er of doublescatter nuclear- reco il candid ates arising fro m misidentified
electrons, it is important to make use of the fact that, while
the double-sca tter electron s do cluster around Y ~ 0.75, there
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TABLE III. Expected rates of neutron intera ction s per kg day
between 10-100 ke V (20- 100 ke V) for Ge (Si) detectors at SUF.
Th e number s in parentheses indicate the rates expected for ideal
detectors with energy- independ ent effic iency, no dead periods, and
both hits of a multiple sca tter required to be in the fiducial volum e
(the last requir ement causes the rate of multiple- scatter s to be
smaller for these " ideal" detectors than for the actua l detector s). As
discussed in the text, the expected rate of external neutron s is quite
uncertain . Th e rate of internal neutron s is much bett er determined ,
with system atic uncertainties ~ 10%. Onl y the prediction for neutron s from the outer lead has a significant statistical uncert ainty
(~ 25 %) . Becau se the mas s of the inner lead shield was increase d
between the 1998 Si data run and the 1999 Ge data run , the fraction
of interactions due to neutr ons produced in the inner lead is slightl y
greater for the Ge detectors than for the Si detector .
Source

Copper
1998 inner lead
1999 inner lead
Outer lead
Total

Rock

Ge singles

Ge multiple s

72 (76)

Internal
8 (6)

It
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Si singles

142 (177)
125 (155 )

153 ( 161)

8 (6)
~ 0.8 (0.6)
17 ( 13)

~ II (14)
278 (346)

3.0 (3.2)

External
0.3 (0.2 )

5.0 (6.3)

75 (79)
~ 6 (6)
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is no correlation between the two detectors' deviations from
this central value of the ionization yields, as seen in Fig.
36-the electron events do not form a line with slope 1. In
order to be misidentified as a double-scatter neutron, a
double-scatter electron must therefore be misidentified in
both detector s; such misidentification is suppressed by a factor !31 rather than only {313.
The lack of correlation between the ionization yields in
the two detectors is expected because energy deposited in the
first detector is not a strong function of the electron
energy-it depend s on the track length in the crystal, which
may be short for a high-energy electron if it is backscattered.
The ionization yield is, however, well correlated with the
track length : shorter tracks are also likely to be more shallow. Thus , for double-scatter electrons, the ionization yield
for one scatter, while correlated with the deposited energy,
may not be a good predictor of the actual electron energy,
and thus may not be a good predictor of the ionization yield
observed in the second recoil.
As shown in Fig. 40, most veto-anticoincident double
scatters between BLIPs 4, 5 and 6 appear to be photons, with
ionization yield Y ~ I for both hits. Note that most multiplescatter photon events do not appear on this plot, either because energy is deposited in three or more detectors , or because at least one energy deposition is outside the 10- 100
keV energy range. Monte Carlo simulation s of generic
sources of radioacti ve contamination , such as Uffh in the
detector housing, suggest that for every single scatter resulting in a recoil between 10- 100 keV, there are ~ 0.07 double
scatters with both recoils between 10-100 keV, and there are
an additional ~ 0.6 multiple- scatter events. The fraction of

0

25 50 75 100
Recoil Energy[keV]

0

25 50 75 100
Recoil Energy[keV]

FIG . 39. Observed and simul ated neutron-c alibr ation and vetocoincident spectra, coad ded ove r detector s, with no free param eter s.
In each plot , spectra both for all sca tters (top ) and for multipl e
scatter s (botto m) are show n for both dat a (so lid) and simu lations
(dashes) . Figures in the left co lumn show eve nts with at least one
QI scatter; figure s in the right column show eve nts wit h at least one
QIS sca tter. Top: first neutron ca librat ion. Middle: seco nd neutr on
calibrati on. Botto m: veto-co incident (intern al) neutron s. Th e calibration data are coadded ove r all four detecto rs; the veto -co incident
data is coa dded over BLIP s 4 -6 .

photon event s that appear as double scatters appears consistent with expectations from these simulations if one takes
into account the large number of 10.4 keV photons unlikely
to multiple scatter.
There are also 16 events with both hits having ionization
yield Y lower than typical photon s, and an additiona l
21 events with one of the two hits having lower Y than
typical photon s. To be conservative, we count the total
number of 16X 2+21 = 53 low-Y hits as yielding an effective N 13= 26.5 double-scatter surface-e lectron events. The
expected number of mi identified surface-electron-recoil
double-scatter events is therefore only N 13{31=26.5
X( 4/216) 2 =0. 009 . The upper limit at the 90% confidence
level on the number of double- scatter electron s expected to
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TABLE IV. Scaling factors that must be applied to the results of
the simulation to match the total rates observed in BLIPs 4-6 . Data
sets include both QIS and QI nuclear recoils (NRs), and multiple
scatters with at least one QI scatter (" multiple QI NRs ") and those
with at least one QIS scatter (" multiple QIS NRs"). Statistical uncertainties are 6- 7 % for multiple scatters and 2-3 % for all events.
As can be seen, the overall rates predicted are accurate to - 20%,
and the predicted fractions of events that are multiple scatters are
accurate to - I 0% .

Event set
All QI NRs
Multiple QI NRs
All QIS NRs
Multiple QIS NRs

First
neutron
calibration

Second
neutron
calibration

Vetocoincident
neutron s

0.82
0.86
0.79
0.86

0.80
0.93
0.77
0.91

0.81
0.73
0.88
0.77

+

X
X

ff!
X

0.5
Ionization Yield

be misidentified as double- scatter neutrons is bd= 0.05
events. Even if the misidentific ation were somehow correlated between the two detector s, the expected number of
misidentified electron-recoil hits would be only N 1313
/3
= 26 .5 X ( 4/216) = 0.5 , again under the conservative assumption that neither of the calibration-set nuclear-recoil candidates are neutron s. Misidentified electron s provide truly negligible contamination of the four neutron multiple-scatter
events. The Ge multiple- scatter data therefore provides a reliable estimate of the neutron background.
B. Si data set

An earlier run consisting of 33 live days taken with a 100
g Si ZIP detector between April and July 1998, also measured the neutron background. The Si run yields a 1.5 kg d
exposure after cuts. The total low-energy electron surfaceevent rate is 60 kg - 1 d - 1 between 20 and 100 ke V. As
shown in Fig. 41, four nuclear-recoil candidates are observed
in the Si data set. Detailed analysis of this data is described
elsew here [24,25].
The four nuclear-recoil candidates observed in the 1998
Si ZIP data cannot be WIMP s: whether their interaction s
with target nuclei are domin ated by spin -independent or
spin-dependent couplings , WIMP s yielding the observed Si
nuclear-recoil rate would cause far more nuclear recoils in
the Ge data set than were observed. The WIMP-nucleu s
cross -section scales as A 2 for WIMP s with spin-independent
interaction s. Expected recoil-energy spectra in Ge and Si for
a WIMP with spin-independent interaction s are shown in
Fig. 42 . Ge and Si differ by a factor of 5 to 7 in differential
rate between 0 and 100 ke V. After including the effects of
energy threshold s and efficiencies , one expects of order 90
(70) time s the number of WIMP s in the 15.8 kgd QIS (11.9
kg d QI) Ge data set as in the 1.5 kg d Si data . The argument
is more complicated for spin-dependent interaction s, but it
also holds that there should be many more nuclear recoils in
the 1999 Ge data set than are obser ved. Furthermore , the
spin-dependent cross section corresponding to the observed

1.5

FIG . 40 . Scatter plot of ionization yields for veto-anticoincident
multiple scatters in the 3 uncontaminated Ge detector s with at least
one QI (black) or QS (gray) scatter and with both scatters between
10 and 100 ke V. Events are double-scatters in BLIP 4 and BLIP 5
[the top and middle uncontaminated detectors ( +)], in BLIP 4 and
BLIP 6 [the top and bottom uncontaminated detectors ( ◊ ) ], or in
BLIP 5 and BLIP 6 [the middle and bottom uncontaminated detectors ( X )] . The ionization yield of the higher-numbered detector is
plotted on the x axis. Circled events are tagged as nuclear recoils in
both detector s. The boxed event is tagged as a nuclear recoil in only
BLIP 4. Bulk recoils and surface events lie at Y = I and Y- 0.75,
respectively . Both events with ionization yield Y < 0.45 in only one
of the two detectors hit have the low-yield hit in the outer electrode ,
consistent with expectations for misidentification of electron recoil s
in the outer electrode.

Si event rate is significantly larger than expected from the
MSSM .
It is possible , however , that not all of the Si nuclear-recoil
candidates are neutrons . As shown in Fig . 41, the separation
between the nuclear-recoil band and the electron-recoil band
is not as large for the Si data as it is for the Ge data . A
calibration of the Si detector with a 14C electron source at a
test facility provides a high-statistic s estimate of the possible
electron contamin ation. Based on the statistical uncertaintie s
of this calibration , the upper limit on the expected number of
unrejected surface events is 0.26 events (90% C.L.) . However, the systematic uncertaintie s are larger, since this calibration was made with a collimated source and was taken
under different conditions than the low-background data. A
simple and conservative estimate of the contamination is
made using data taken with a 6°Co photon source at SUF
under essentially the same conditions as the low -background
data. Assuming that all events passing nuclear-recoil cuts are
due to the small number of electrons present in the calibration sample leads to an expectation of 2.2 low-background
contamination events and an upper limit of 7 .3 expected lowbackground contamination events at the 90% confidence
level. For comparison, this assumption results in 13 (an upper limit of 17) events expected in the band just above the
nuclear-recoil band below 30 keV, and 4.9 (an upper limit of
8.8) events expected in this band above 30 ke V. As shown in
Fig . 41, these predictions are in agreement with the 11 events
in that band .
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The meas urement of the unvetoe d neutron backgro und
from the 1998 Si data set is consistent with the measurement
from the Ge mult iple-scatter data set. However , the large
syste matic uncert ainty on the Si data means the Ge data set
dominates our co mbined measurement. We note that new Si
and Ge ZIP detectors [62] perform significantly better than
the Si ZIP of the ear lier design used in 1998.
C. Neutron consistency tests

The fact that the observed number of single-scatter
nuclear-reco il events in Ge is about as large as the expected
background sugges ts that all such events may be due to neutrons . Although this possibility is of co urse not assumed in
calc ulating limit s on the WIMP-nucleon cross section , it is
important to test the consistency of this possibility.
In fact, there is good agreement between prediction s from
the Monte Carlo simulation and the relative observed numbers of Nd=4 QIS (4 QI) Ge doubl e scatters, Nsi=4 Si
single scatters, and N 5 = 23 QIS (13 QI) Ge single scatters.
Schematically , the data and simul ation can be compared in
two ways: by norm alizing the simulation by the neutronbackgro und rate that best fits N s, Nd , and N Sijointly; or by
normalizing by the neutron-background rate that best fits Nd
and Nsi and predicting N 5 • The latter is the intuitive interpretatio n of using the Ge double s and Si events to predict the
neutron back ground in the Ge single s set. The se comparisons
are show n in Fig. 43.
More rigoro usly, a likelihood-ratio test can be used to
compare the default hypothe sis, that the N s , Nd, and N Si
eve nts are due to a neutron backgro und with relati ve rates
give n by the imulation , to an alternate hypothesis, that the
three event sets arise from three different background
sources. Effectively , the latter hypothe sis corresponds to
three arbitrary background source s for the three event type s,
the most general possible hypothe sis. Thi s test indicates that
a neutron background should result in a less likely combination of Ge QIS (QI) single scatters, Ge QIS (QI) multiple
scatters, and Si single scatters .::48% (2 1%) of the time , with
only weak dependence on the assumed true neutron background [34]. The self-con sistenc y of the division of the neutrons into their five categories can also be tested. A neutron
back ground should result in a less likely co mbin ation of Ge
QS single scatte rs, Ge QI single scatters, Ge QS multiple
scatte rs, Ge QI multiple scatters, and Si single scatters
.:: 30% of the time .
Finally, as shown in Fig. 44, the observed nuclear-recoil
spectr al shape is consistent with expectations for neutron s
whether the neutron s are produced internall y or externa lly to
the veto; recall that the expected internal and external neutron recoil-energy spectra should be similar because the
recoil-energy spectrum is fairly independent of the highenergy tail of the external-neutron spectrum. Kolmo gorovSmirnov tests indicate that the deviation between the observe d and simulated nuclear-recoil spectr al shape s using the
QIS (QI) events shouid be larger in 86% (39%) of experiment s for external neutron s, and the deviation should be
larger in 61 % (67%) of experiments for internal neutron s.
The se results should be taken only as support for the consis-
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FIG. 41. 1998 Si ZIP detector veto-a nticoinc ident dat a after
cuts. Four nuclear-reco il candidate events (circled) lie near the center of the nuclear-recoil band (light solid curve), within the nuclearrecoil -acce ptance region (bordered by dashed curves), and above
both the ionization threshold (dotted-da shed curve ) and nuclearrecoil analysis thre shold (vertical dashed line). Eleven add itiona l
events (diamonds ), of which - I should be a nuclear reco il, lie in
the band (bordered by the dotted curve ) ju st above the nuclearreco il band. The se 11 events are consi stent with the expected distribution of surface eve nts based on in situ calibrations with photon
sources. Eve nts below the ion izat ion thre shold are likely domin ated
by eve nts with poor charge co llection in the outer ionization electrode. Eve nts with reco il energie s £R< 5 keV are not shown.

tency of the data with the neutron simulation; they do not
alone disfavo r an interpret ation that some (or eve n all) events
may be due to WIMPs . The spectra are also consistent with a
combination of WIMPs and neutrons, or wit h WIMP s alone
if the WIMP mass M .:: 100 GeV/ c 2 .
VI. CALCULATING THE CONFIDENCE REGIO

The 90% C.L. excluded reg ion for the WIMP mass M and
WIMP-nucle on cross section a- is derived using an extension
of the approach of Feldman and Cousins [63]. The above
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FIG. 42. Expected differential recoil-energy spectra for Si (A
=28) and for Ge (A =73), for a 100-GeV/ c 2 WIMP with WIMPnucleon cross section er= I 0- 42 cm 2 under standard assumption s
listed in Sec. VI A.
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argume nts requir e acco untin g for the component of the Ns
observe d Ge single scatter s (with energies
E; , i
= l , ... ,N s) that is due to the unvetoed neutroi1 flux n. This
flux is constra ined by the number Nd of double scatters in Ge
and the numb er Ns; of nuclear recoil s in Si. To determine the
90 % C.L. exc luded region in the plane of Mand CTalone, the
parameter n is project ed out. For a grid of physically allowed
, and n, the ex pected distribution of the likeva lues of M, CT
lihood ratio

£ (£; ,Nd,NsdCT,M,ri)
R = --------£ (£; ,Nd ,Nsd a-,M
,n)

( 12)

is calcu lated by Monte Carlo simulation in order to determine the critical paramet er R 90 such that 90 % of the simulated expe riment s have R > R 90- Here (a-,M,n)is the set of
physic ally allowe d para meter s that maximiz es the likelihood
£ for the given observations , while
is the phy sically allowed value of n that maximi zes the likelihood £ for the
given parameters M and CTand the observations . The 90 %
C.L. region excl uded by the observed data set consists of all
parameter space for which the ob serve d likelihood ratio
Rctata~ R 90 . The 90% C.L. excluded region is projected into
two dim ensions conservatively by excluding only tho se
point s excluded for all possible values of n.
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FIG . 43. Schematic co mpari son of predicted numb ers of neutron s to observed number s (crosses), with Feldman-Cou sins 68 %
confidence level interval s [63] (dark lines ). Prediction s are made by
normalizing the simul ation by the neutron background that best fits
N ,, Nd , and N Si jointly (circles). An additi onal predi ction for QIS
Ge singles ( X, with the light line indicating the 68% co nfidence
level inter val) is based on the neutron background that best fits Nd
and Nsi jointl y. Top : inner-electrode-cont ained (" QI ") events.
Middl e: shared-electrode (" QS ") eve nts. Bottom: events that are
either contained in the inner electrode or shared between the electrode s (" QIS event s"), toget her with Si events.

n

A. Likelihood function

The likelihood function consists of function s g describing
the Poisson prob abilitie s of obtaining the number s of events
actually detected , co mbined with a function f describing the
probabi lities of the eve nts' energies:

X

IT
fs(E;ln,
i

( 13)

CT
, M) .

The energy spec trum of the multiple-scatter events is ignored
because it cancels in the likelihood ratio. The energy spectrum of the Si events is also ignored , as it would influence
the likelihood ratio very weakly .
The ex pected energy spectrum of detected WIMP s,
ws(E), and their total numb er, w, are ca lculated by making
standard (but probabl y over-simplifying) assumption s following [ 17]: WIMPs resi de in an isothermal halo with WIMP
character istic ve locit y u 0 = 220 km s- 1, Galactic escape vemean Earth
velocity
uE
loc ity Uesc= 650km s- 1,
= 232 km s- 1 ,
and
loca l
WIMP
den sity
p
=0.3 GeV c- 2 cm - 3 . The energy spectrum of detected
WIMP eve nts also depend s on the detection efficiency €(£)
and the nucl ear form fac tor F 2 . We use the Woods-S axo n
(Helm ) form factor F 2 , with thickne ss parameter s a= 0.52
fm , s= 0.9 fm, and c= l. 23A 113- 0.6 fm , as recommended
by Lewin and Smith [ 17].
The resulting WIMP energy spectrum is well approximated by an ex ponential with a cutoff energy :

ws(E)

=Ne

- El( E) €(E)F 2 (E)

H (Qmax- E) ,

(14)

where H( x) is the Heaviside step function (0 for x< 0 and 1
for x> 0) , Qm ax is the maximum pos sible recoil energy from
a WIMP of velocity u esc, N is a normalization constant, and
(E)=E 0 r!c 2 in the notation of Lewin and Smith [17]. At
low energies near the spectrum peak , this form differs < 5 %
from Eq . (3.13) of Lewin and Smith . We use this approximation in order to speed up the calculation of the confidence
region .
The neutron contribution to the energy spectrum, ns(E),
is given by a best-fit function to the results of the external
neutron Monte Carlo simulation including detection inefficiencies.
The Monte Carlo simul ation s, including the possible 13%
systematic error on the fraction of neutrons that multiple
scatter , set the expected fraction of single scatter s /3Qis
= 0.9 1 (f3Q1= 0.90) amongst the Ge neutron events with at
least one QIS (QI) scatter. Simulations also set the ratio
'YQis=0 .17 ( 'YQ,= 0.24) of the number of neutron s expected
in Si to the number expected in Ge with at least one QIS (QI)
sca tter. The expected ratio a of WIMPs detected in Si to
tho se detected in Ge, given the relative exposures in each,
depend s weakly on the WIMP mass . For WIMPs with
mas ses M ~ 30 GeV/ c 2 aQ 1s= 0.0l I (aQ 1= 0.015). The expected electron background in Si b s; is conservatively set to
7.3 events (corre sponding to the 90 % C.L. upper limit on the
background expected in the 20-100 ke V region under the
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FIG. 44. Observed Ge nuclear-rec oil inte gra l reco il-ener gy spectra (solid), includin g sing le-scatter and multipl e-sca tter hits, for QI
events (left) and QIS eve nts (right). Ob served spectra agree well
with expectations from either the external-neutron (dashed curves)
or the internal-neutron (dotted curves ) simul ation s.
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most con servative possible assumption) . Thi s treatment of
the Si data is not correct (it is overly conservative). Ignorin g
the Si dat a, or using a bett er (and more co mpli ca ted) treatment would result in a lowe r limit. We conserv atively neglect po ssible electron contamination in the Ge singl e data .
We also neglect the possibility of electron contamination in
the multipl e-sca tter Ge data, since the analysis pre sented in
Sec . V A indicate s that the expect ed doubl e-sca tter contamination bct<0.05 at the 90 % co nfiden ce leve l.
With these constants set, the ex pec tation values for the
observables are

C

0

-4 1

~10

::s

zI

( 15)

- DAMA

o...

::8
~

( 16)

-

-42 ....

10

(17)

·- ·· IGEX
.. .. EDELWEISS
CDMS QIS
expected CDMS sensitiv it

100

101

e -( Nk) (Nktk

for k

=

( 18)

s, d, and Si, and

f 5(Eln, a-,M) = r;ns(E) + (1- r;)ws(E),

(19)

where r;= n /3/(n /3+ w) is the fraction of single-scatte r Ge
events expected to be neutron s. Droppin g fac tor s that cancel
in ratios yield s

N,

X

IT [nf3ns(E;) + wws(E,)].

103

WIMPMa ss [GeV/c2]

The pertinent co ntribution s to the likelihood function are
gk=

102

(20)

i= I

B. Calculating an upper limit assuming arbitrary background

Despite the evidence given above that the Ge singlesca tter background is dominated by events due to neutron s, it
is informativ e to calculate exclusion limit s without using any
information about the expected background . A near -optimal
cla ssical method , practi ca l when there are relatively small
number s of eve nts dete cted, is Yellin 's " optimum interval "
method [64]. Effectively, the method excludes the worst of
the background by basing the limit on the interva l in allowed
energy that yields the lowe st upper limit , while assess ing the
proper stati stical penalty for the freedom to choose thi s optimum interval. The limit is essentially set by a region of the
energy spectrum with few events compared to the numb er
expected from the WIMP energy spectrum.
Every possible interval is co nsidered , with interval s characterized by the number s m of events in them, and C 111(x ,µ )
is defined as the probability that all interv als with :,.;;m events
have a computed expectation value of the number of events
that is less than x, where µ is the expected number of events
in the entire range of the mea surement. For each value of m,
the interval with the larges t expected number of events x i
determined. For interval s with no events, the probability of
this maximum expected numb er being less than x is

FIG. 45. (Co lor) Spin-independent u vs M. Th e reg ions above
the curves are exclude d at 90% C.L. The limits res ultin g from an
analysis of the QIS data (solid dark blue curve) are shown. The
(red ) dotted curve indicates the CDMS expected sensitivity given
an expected neutron background of 27 events in Ge, and an expected back gro und in Si of 7 .2 electro ns and 4 .6 neutron s. Solid
light (green ) curve: DAMA limit using pul se-shape analys is [65].
The most like ly value for the WlMP signal from the annu almodulation meas urement repo rted by the DAMA Co llaboration
[66], calc ulated includin g (not including ) the DAM A limit using
pul se-shape analysis, is show n as a circle (as an x). The DAMA 3u
allowed region not includin g the DAMA limit [66] is shown as a
shaded reg ion. CDMS limit s are the most sensitive upper limit s for
2
WIMP s with masses in the range 10-70 GeV /c . Above
2
70 GeV/c , the EDELWE ISS experim ent [67] provide s more sensitive limit s (dotted-da shed maroo n curve). Also shown are limit s
from IGEX [68] (dotted -dashed brown curve) . These and other result s are ava ilable via an interactive we b plotter [69]. All curves are
normali zed follow ing [ 17] using the Helm spin-independent form
1
factor , A 2 sca ling, WIMP char acte ristic velocity u 0 = 220 km s- ,
2
3
1
mean Earth veloc ity v£=232 km s- , and p=0.3 GeV /c cm - .
111

k )
(kx - µ le - kx (
l +----=-k,
kl
X
µ
.
k=O

Co(x, µ )= L

(2 1)

where m is the greatest integer :,.;;µ/ x. For an interval with
m > O eve nts, C 111(x, µ ) is determ ined from Monte Carlo
simul ation.
for
Cm ax is defined as the maximum value of Cm(x,µ)
any m. A high ass umed cross sec tion leads to high Cmax for
thi s expe rim ent 's data; so if C max is " unre asonab ly" high ,
the assumed cross sec tion ca n be rejected as being too high.
The expec ted probability distribution of C max, as determined
with a Monte Carlo simul ation, is used to comp ute a 90 %
confidence reg ion.
VII. RESULTS

As show n in Sec. V C above , the dat a are fully consistent
with the poss ibility that all det ected nuclear-re coi l events are
due to backgro und neutron sca tters and not WIMP s. For this
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FIG. 46. (Co lor) Additional upper limits on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross sect ion u, based on different treatment s of the
data , for both the QI (left) and QIS (right) data . The regions above the curves are excluded at 90 % C.L. In each plot, CDMS limits including
estimates of the neutron back gro und , as described in Sec. VI, are shown as black solid curves . Limits calculated ignoring the 1998 Si data
entirely (red dashed curve s) would be better than these limits. Limits calculated ignorin g all knowledge about the neutron background (thick
dark blue dot-dashed curves) would still be the most sensitive upper limit s of any experiment for WIMP s with masses between
10- 45 GeV/ c 2 . The QI limit is worse than the CDMS QI limit previou sly reported [18] (light blue solid curve) primarily due to the more
con servative treatment of the 1998 Si data. The QI limit is better than the expected sensitivity (black dotted curve) for high WIMP masses
because more multiple-scatter neutrons were detected than expected. As in Fig. 45, the light green solid curve is the DAMA limit using
pulse-shape ana lysis [65] , the shaded region is the DAMA 3u allowed region [66], the circle (x) indicates the DAMA best-fit point includin g
(not including) the DAMA limit using pulse-shape analysis, the thin, dark (brow n) dotted-dashed curve is the upper limit of the IGEX
experiment [68], and the thin , light (maroon ) dot-da shed curve is the upper limit of the EDELWEISS experiment [67].

reason, the data provide no lower limit on the WIMPnucleon cross sectio n. Figure 45 displays the upper limits on
the WIMP-nucleon cross sectio n calculated under the assumptio ns on the WIMP halo described in Sec. VI A; these
values are the lower envelope of points excluded at the 90%
confidence level for all values of the neutron background n.
Figure 45 also show s the expected sensitivity of the data
set, i.e., the expected 90% C.L. exclusion limit given no
expected WIMP signal, an expected background in the QIS
Ge data set of 27 neutron events, and an expected background in Si of 7 .2 electrons and 4.6 neutron s. To calculate
these expected sensit ivitie s, an ensemble of experiments are
simu lated, and the median resulting limit is taken (statistical
fluctuations are large , so only 50% of the limits fall within
± 50% of these median expected sensitiviti es). As indicated
in the figure, the upper limit for the QIS data is slightly better
than expected at low masses and slightly worse than expected at high masses; Fig. 46 shows that the upper limit of
the QI data is slightly worse than expected at low masses and
slightly better than expected at high masse s. These results are
consiste nt with statistical fluctuation s.
For WIMP masses M~ 100 GeV/c2, the expected WIMP
energy spectrum matches that predicted for neutrons, so the
estimate of the neutron background (based on the number of
detected multiple- scatter neutron s and Si neutron s) has a
dominant effect on the limits. Becau se the QIS data set represents a larger data set yet has no more multiple-scatter
neutrons than the QI data set, its estimate of the neutron
background is lower, and the QIS upper limits are slightly
worse than the QI limit s. For these WIMP masses, the upper

limit s correspond to expectations of ~ 23 ( ~ 13) WIMP interactions in the Ge single- scatter QIS (QI) data set, about
the same as the actual number of observed events. As described above, these data are also consistent with no WIMP
interaction s.
For a low-ma ss WIMP, estimates of the neutron background have no effect. A low-m ass WIMP would result in a
sharply falling energy spectrum; only the events just above
the energy threshold could be WIMP s. For this reason, at the
lowest masses (10-15 GeV/ c 2 ), the upper limits for the QI
and QIS data sets are very similar. The smaller statistical
uncertainty associated with the larger QIS data set makes its
limit s slightly better than the QI upper limit s at low mass.
For intermediate WIMP masses , the energy spectrum of
the Ge single-scatter events contributes to the estimate of the
neutron backgro und, with the number of high-energy events
helping to set the neutron background. Because the QIS data
set has a slightly harder energy spectru m than the QI data set,
the QIS data set results in a larger neutron estimate and a
lower upper limit on the WIMP signal for these moderate
masses. Figure 47 shows the barely-excluded spectra for a
sampli ng of WIMP masses.
The se limits are lower than those of any other experiment
for WIMP s with 10 GeV/ c 2 < M<70 GeV/c 2 • According to
the calculations presented in [11,70 ,71) , these limits do not
appear to exclude any parameter space consistent with the
minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) and allowed by accelerator constraints. Figure 48 compares these
limits to the regions of parameter space consistent with various frameworks of the MSSM.
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FIG. 47. (Co lor) Histogra ms of energies of WIMP-c andid ate eve nts (green shaded) for both the QI (left) and QIS (right) data sets,
compared with the spec tra expected to be dete cted by CDMS for WIMP s excluded at exac tly the 90% co nfidence leve l. Spectra for WIMP s
with masses of 20 GeV/c 2 (red dashes), 40 GeV /c 2 (black dotted-dashes), and 125 GeV/ c 2 (blue solid) are show n, inc ludin g the expected

n

that maximizes the likelihood fun ction for the given WIMP mas s and WIMP-nu cleo n cross sect ion
cont ributi on for the neutron background
(see Sec. VI). The se most likely neutron background s (shown separate ly as dotted curves) correspo nd to 1.0, 0.7 , and 0.6 ( I. I, 0.8, and 0.7)
multipl e-sca tter QIS (QI) neutron s expected, given the WIMP masses of 33 GeV /c 2 (top curve), 67 GeV /c 2 (middl e curve) , and 216 GeV /c 2
(bottom curve). Th ese low expected neutron backgro und s contribut e to the unlik elihood of the WIMP mode ls considered.

As shown in Fig . 46, both the QIS and QI limits would be
lower if the 1998 Si data were ignored. The conservative
estimate of the amount of electron contamination in the
nuclear-recoil band of the Si data reduce s the estimate of the
neutron back ground. Thi s more conservative estim ate of the
Si contamination is the main reaso n that the QI limit is worse
than that previously reported [ 18].
Figure 46 also show s the upper limjts if all knowled ge
about the neutron backgro und is ignored . The figure shows
that eve n without any backgro und est imation, CDMS limits
are more sensitive for WIMP s with masses between
10- 45 GeV/ c 2 than those of any other experiment. Figur e
49 shows the barely excl uded spectra for a sampling of
WIMP masses.
QIS
2

10
WIMP Mass IGe Vi
FIG. 48 . CDMS upper limit s on the spin-indep endent WIMPnucl eon cross section u (dark curve), shown with the DAMA 3 u
allowed reg ions includin g (dott ed) and not includin g (light shaded
reg ion) the DAMA limit [66], as well as with region s of parameter
space cons istent with various frameworks of the MSSM and the
standard WIMPinteractio ns and galactic halo described above . The
region outlin ed in das hes [ 11J and the lightest theor et ical region
[70] eac h shows the res ults from calcu lations under an effect ive
scheme, with parameters defined at the electroweak sca le . The
medium-gray region [7 1] arises from constra ining the parameter
space to small values of tan /3, the ratio of vac uum expecta tion
values of the two Higgs bosons. The darkest region represe nts the
models allowed in a more constrained framework (ca lled minim al
supergravity or co nstra ined MSSM ), in wh ich all soft scalar mas ses
are unified at the uni fication sca le [7 1].

0

o
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FIG. 49 . Histogra ms of energ ies of WIMP -ca ndidat e event s
(shaded) for both the QI (left) and QIS (right ) data sets , indicatin g
the spec tra expected to be detected by CDMS for WIMP s exc luded
at exact ly the 90% confidenc e leve l if all knowled ge abo ut the
background is ignored. Spe ctra for WIMP s with mas ses of
20 GeV/ c 2 (dashe s), 40 GeV /c 2 (dot-da shes) , and 125 GeV/ c 2
(so lid) are shown.
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Und er the assumptions of standard WIMP interaction s
and ha lo, the QIS (QI) data with estimation of the neutron
background exclude , at > 99.9 % (>99%) C.L. , the mo st
likely value (M = 52 GeV/ c 2 ,a-= 7.2 X 10- 6 pb) for the
spin-i ndependent WIMP signal from the annual-modulation
measurement reported by the DAMA Collaboration [66]. The
QIS (QI) data exclude, at > 99 % (> 95 %) C.L. , the mo st
likely va lue ( M = 44 GeV/ c 2 ,a-= 5.4 X 10- 6 pb [66]) obtained by co mbining DAMA 's annual-modulation measure ment with their exclusion limit based on pul se-shape analysis
[65]. The CDMS limit s without any oackground estimation
excl ude, at 90 % C.L. (at > 90 % C.L. ), the mo st likely value
for the WIMP signal from the DAMA annual-modulation
measurement with (without ) their exclusion limit based on
pulse -shape analysis.
At 90% C.L., the se data do not exclude the complete parameter space reported as allowed at 3 a- by the annualmodulation mea surement of the DAMA Collaboration. How ever , co mp atibility between the annual modulation signal of
DAMA and the absence of a significant sig nal in CDMS (or
in anot her experiment) is be st determined by a goodnessof-fit test , not by comparing overlap region s of allowed parameter space. A likelihood-ratio test can determine the probabi lity of obtaining a given combination of experimental
result s for the same parameter s. The test involve s calculating
A= .C0 / .C1, where .C0 is the likelihood of the data assuming
comp atibility and .C1 is the likelihood without assuming
compatibility. If the data are compatible , - 2 In A should follow the x 2 di stribution with two degree s of freedom in the
asymp totic limit of large stati stics and away from phy sical
boundaries . Under this approximation and the assumptions
of standard WIMP interaction s and halo, this test indicate s
the model-independent annual-modulation signal of DAMA
(as show n in Fig. 2 of [66] ) and CDMS data are inc ompatible at 99.99% C.L. Furthermore, even under the assumption
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